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Abstract

Technology trends and architectural developments continue to enable an increase in

the number of cores available on multicore chips. Certain types of applications easily

take advantage of increased concurrency; but there are important application domains

that struggle to do so. Such irregular applications, often related to sparse datasets or

graph processing, have time-variable, hard-to-predict parallelism. They tend to resist

blocking, partitioning, and other static parallelization methods; requiring instead the

use of dynamic load-balancing layers. These layers, often taking the form of task-

management abstractions, by necessity rely more strongly on communication and

synchronization than regular applications. As core counts reach into the hundreds,

more careful handling of this synchronization becomes necessary to avoid bottlenecks

and load imbalances, in ways that are not seen at lower core counts. To the extent

that on-chip communication delays become more important due to scaling trends, the

challenges presented by irregular parallelism are also accentuated.

We explore solutions to these issues in two dimensions: On the software front,

we design a task-stealing runtime layer appropriate to the needs of irregular parallel

applications on hundred-core chips. By setting up fast and efficient ways to share

information, the runtime is able to embrace the varying relationship between available

parallelism and core count, adapting dynamically to both abundance and scarcity of

work. When tested with representative sparse-data and graph-processing applications

on 128 cores, Runtime overhead is reduced by 60%, simultaneously achieving 15%

faster execution and 29% lower system utilization, and does so without hardware

assistance, unlike prior solutions.

On the hardware front, we address the “latency multiplying” effects of relying on
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on-chip coherent caches for communication and synchronization between cores. We

propose a set of techniques that enable efficient implementation of both synchronization-

oriented and data-sharing access patterns by reducing the number and complexity of

cache-coherence transactions resulting from these activities. Using ISA hints to ex-

press preferred placement of both data access and atomic operations, faster and more

efficient communication patterns can result. This can be done in ways that are com-

patible with existing architectures, require only minimal code changes, and present

few practical implementation barriers. We show experimentally on 128 cores that

these tools yield many-fold speedups to synchronization benchmarks, and cut the

optimized task-stealing runtime’s remaining overhead, for a 70% speedup to stealing

benchmarks and 18% to actual applications, along with increased energy efficiency.

The result of this twofold approach is to significantly improve the viability of

irregular parallelism on many-core chips. We minimize waste and enable faster com-

munication within the chip, both by implementing a smarter, more context-aware

low-level software layer, and by finding user-friendly ways to implement more effi-

cient communication-oriented access patterns at the cache coherence level.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For a long time, the performance of single-core computers grew in ways that more than

satisfactorily addressed the growth in computing demands from applications, thanks

in great part to Moore’s law [70]. However, with the end of Dennard scaling’s [18]

predictable performance and power improvements, single-core performance famously

levelled off a few years ago. This increased the focus on multi-core architectures

as a way to continue to scale general-purpose processor performance with transistor

count. Now, even low-cost smartphones have multiple cores, and datacenters and

HPC systems can employ chips containing several dozen cores [10]. Multi-socket

systems can already surpass the hundred-core threshold, and very soon single-socket

systems will as well [90].

With larger numbers of cores, communication latencies within the chip grow in

importance, driven by the difference in scaling between core logic and interconnect

delays. Process scaling can enable faster logic and increased transistor count, but

it worsens interconnect delays due to transmission line geometry [19]. This results

in architects having to give greater consideration to propagation delays in all kinds

of architectural decisions with each process generation, resulting, for example, in

increased complexity of on-chip caches and networks.

Large numbers of cores also create performance challenges related simply to the

number of simultaneous active threads. These may include increased synchronization

needs [4], and more significant contention bottlenecks and load imbalances. The

1
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increased relevance of interconnect latency will only compound these problems. This

combination has the potential to become a significant barrier to scaleability.

Applications with regular parallelism — meaning intelligible, structured, and/or

predictable — can work around these issues in multiple ways. Some workloads can be

partitioned into discrete pieces having very low communication needs, as is classically

the case with dense matrix multiply [40]. Necessary communication may be made

less frequent by temporal blocking [98], for example. Regular access patterns may

be exploited through multi-buffering and prefetching [7]. Generally, strategies that

maximize locality at each cache hierarchy level [20], aside from reducing single-core

memory delays, help reduce vulnerability to communication problems.

There are, however, emerging application domains where irregularity is common.

Two of these are sparse-data solvers, such as conjugate gradient methods [32] and

others (MUMPS [11], SuperLU [61]); and graph-based applications such as max-

flow/min-cut [12] and strongly-connected-component detection [46]. In both of these

domains, performance has significant dependence on the input data (e.g., sparse ma-

trices or irregular graphs), and large variations in parallelism are common both be-

tween executions and during a single execution. Variability decreases the effectiveness

of existing parallelism optimizations such as partitioning and prefetching, and many

new algorithms have been formulated specifically to handle irregular datasets. To

maintain load balance and maximize parallelism, such sparse- or irregular-centric

applications often rely on dynamic scheduling with task stealing [25]. However, dy-

namic scheduling necessarily carries a larger need for synchronization among threads.

On many-core chips, with larger core counts and communication challenges, greater

reliance on synchronization creates overheads that lead to poor performance scaling.

1.1 This Work

This thesis addresses the scaling of irregular parallel applications on many-core chips.

At a software level, we study the synchronization needs of state-of-the-art dynamic

scheduling approaches when translated to many-core chip platforms.

At a hardware level, we explore factors exacerbating communication penalties in
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many-core chips, and propose practical ways to reduce their impact. By these two

efforts, we reduce both the applications’ need for synchronization, and the accompa-

nying performance and energy penalties.

On the software front, we observe that the combination of variable parallelism

and increased core counts can result in significant periods of both relative abundance

(thread constraint) and scarcity (task constraint) of available work, during a single

execution, to a degree not observed on smaller systems. These two regimes place

different demands on the load-balancing portion of the application code (often imple-

mented as an abstracted task-stealing runtime layer). A good solution in this space

must be able to handle both phases occurring unpredictably during the same exe-

cution. Existing runtimes on multi-core fail to do this, instead tending to assume

thread-constrained operation, since it has historically dominated on chips with small

core counts [17, 35].

We show that in task-constrained phases, it is important to quickly and efficiently

match new work to ready cores, which current approaches struggle to do. For energy

efficiency, the number of cores utilized should also respond in proportion to the avail-

ability of work, enabling the exploration of power management or multi-processing

on the underused cores. Conversely, when returning to thread-constrained phases, we

must minimize system-wide overhead to maximize overall productive throughput.

We develop a work-stealing runtime around these insights. We combine a hi-

erarchical state-tracking scheme, a hybrid task-stealing and work-sharing approach,

and dynamic adaptation to changing conditions. We implement this system fully in

software, unlike prior work [57, 86], with careful consideration of contention choke-

points, data movement, and cache-coherence traffic patterns in hundred-core chips.

This design leads to faster, smarter stealing and efficient core utilization during task-

constrained phases; it can dynamically emphasize either low overheads or low stealing

latency depending on available parallelism; and it manages idle threads by opportunis-

tically relying on them for runtime work and by allowing for power savings.

As a result, our runtime accelerates the discovery and stealing of work by up to

13x in a 128-core system. Through an overall 60% lowering of runtime overhead,

it speeds up completion of real-world irregular workloads by 15% on average, while
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simultaneously reducing total core utilization by 29%. This recovery of core idle

time, in turn, presents significant opportunities for core power management as well

as prioritized multi-programming.

We then examine the hardware. Through a preliminary study, we verify that on-

chip-cache communication delays represent more than 50% of the runtime’s remaining

performance overhead. Furthermore, though some of these delays are unavoidable

given the desired information flow, a large portion is due to how the on-chip caches

respond to access patterns resulting from synchronization through atomic updates,

and from data sharing.

We propose a small set of architectural solutions to address the observed issues

at the cache coherence level in a way that retains coherence and consistency benefits

and does not change how most data is handled. We first leverage hints for explicitly

placing data at a convenient cache tier, either private [78] or shared depending on pro-

grammer intentions. We also make limited use of remote execution concepts (similar

in spirit to some cluster solutions [71]); we enable a small subset of atomic opera-

tions to be performed at shared cache controllers to reduce latencies when atomically

operating on shared values. We accomplish this without compromising compatibility

with existing programming or memory models, sacrificing generality of application,

or imposing new architectures or major code rewrites. Our solution also has smaller

practical barriers to implementation than prior work.

We prove the effectiveness of these methods through simulation, easily cutting

communication delays in a task-stealing runtime to show 70% speedup on task-

stealing benchmarks, and 18% speedup to the runtime’s client applications. We show

many-fold improvements in weak-scaling performance for synchronization benchmarks.

We also show significant reductions in cache energy use.

1.2 Contributions

This work makes the following contributions:

• Through analysis of representative workloads, we show how the combination of
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irregular parallel applications and hundred-core chips highlights on-chip com-

munication latencies, as well as the breakdown of abundance assumptions in

task-stealing as increasingly urgent scaling problems. In response we develop a

task-stealing dynamic runtime designed for such situations. This runtime relies

on communicating quickly and efficiently about system state; maintaining effi-

ciency across changing conditions through dynamic adaptation; and requiring

no hardware support, unlike prior solutions.

• When tested with irregular applications running on a simulated 128-core sys-

tem, this new runtime’s efficient handling of both task-constrained and thread-

constrained situations cuts overhead by 60% to speed up overall execution by

15% over the state-of-the-art. At the same time, it reduces core utilization by

29%, opportunistically making cores available for dynamic power management.

• To further reduce communication penalties in irregular code, including that

of our runtime, we introduce cache-coherence level support for direct access to

both private and shared caches in remote tiles, enabling common communication

patterns to be simply expressed. Because atomic operations can be critical for

synchronization primitives, we also enable remote execution of certain atomic

operations on data in shared caches.

• We implement and test this set of tools on our simulated 128-core chip. Bench-

mark performance is improved many-fold; and the task-stealing overhead of

our runtime is significantly reduced, yielding a further 18% speedup to user

applications. Along with this we observe power savings due to improvements

in cache use. Our experiments also prove that this scheme can be integrated

into a general-purpose, cache-coherent architecture without large code rewrites,

loss of coherence, forced adoption of new programming models, or significant

practical implementation issues.



Chapter 2

Motivation and Background

Our work is motivated mainly by the intersection of two ongoing trends in comput-

ing: the increasing core counts in many-core chips, and the increasing relevance of

applications exhibiting irregular parallelism. In this section we will explore these two

trends in greater depth.

2.1 Many-Core Systems

Since the end of Dennard scaling [18], and the resulting slowdown in single-processor

ILP improvement, processor architects have sought new ways to leverage the transis-

tor counts made possible by process advances. One of the main directions has been to

increase the number of cores per chip [45]. This has resulted, as Figure 2.1 illustrates,

in an ongoing trend towards many-core chips [21].

One can already obtain from vendors such as Oracle, Cavium, and Intel, among

others, chips with 32, 48, and 61 general purpose cores, respectively; these chips have

caches with coherence capability, offering a shared-memory abstraction.

In the near future, even larger chips will come to market. Phytium’s MARS and

Applied Micro’s X-Gene 3 have been announced with 64 cores; both Tilera (now

EZChip) and Intel have imminent 72 core chips; and EZChip has also announced a

100-core chip for sampling in 2016.

Research questions abound regarding the architectural direction that the future

6
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of chip core-count over time, for commercially-available chips.
Steadily evolving mainstream offerings make up the underlying trend. The top right
scattering comprises chips from Intel’s MIC series, Cavium, Tilera, and Oracle’s
SPARC. Some of this data is from CPU DB [29].

of many-core chips should take, and published research exists exploring many of

them well into the thousand core scale [21]. One example domain is the scaling of

cache coherence [53, 85] and on-chip networks [38]: Current chips from both Oracle

and Intel employ ring networks; likely due to their logical simplicity and efficient

use of space. However, to reach the thousand-core scale, networks and caches must

embrace more complex structures to achieve performance while avoiding severe space

limitations [63].

The type of core that should be used is another interesting question. Maximizing

parallelism through core and thread counts favors simple cores. On the other hand,

decades of single- and few- core system dominance, plus the difficulty of parallel

programming, favor the single-thread performance of complex cores. Current many-

core offerings vary on this point. Some offer complex cores, attempting to lure users

along gently from mainstream multi-core chips; others attempt to disrupt by offering

large numbers of simple cores.

Though it is clear the evolution will require careful design choices, there is great
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Figure 2.2: Average packet latency for coherence messages on a simulated 2D-mesh
many-core chip, for different core counts. The number of network hops per packet
determines a square-root relationship to core count.

promise in many-core chips for high-throughput, efficient general purpose computing.

2.2 The Challenges of Many-Core

Communication delays are one of the principal challenges to scaling performance of

fine-grain parallelism on many-core systems. In contrast to CMOS logic, propaga-

tion delays over on-chip traces are not easily improved by process scaling, due to RC

propagation physics [19]. This creates increasing imbalance in computation vs. com-

munication capability. As we increase the number of cores per chip, we also increase

the relative distance cross-chip messages must cover, as well as the diameter of the

on-chip network, to a degree dependent on the chosen topology.

Figure 2.2 shows the chip size vs. delay relationship for a single network traversal

on a simulated 2D-mesh architecture. These communication latencies can become a

significant performance problem, especially for fine-grain parallelism.

More clever hierarchical network topologies could flatten this curve somewhat by
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constraining the growth in number of hops. However, they do not reverse the trend;

nor do they eliminate physical distances as a component of latency. Some network

topologies are also more vulnerable to hotspots in sub-optimal traffic patterns.

For our experiments we will model a system with a flat 2D-mesh interconnect, and

a relatively shallow cache hierarchy, with no regional shared caches (only single-core

and globally-shared elements). These are practical choices for simplicity of the study,

and mimic the structure of several current and upcoming many-core chip offerings;

however, our results should be easily applicable to deeper hierarchies. This is because

some of the problems we explore depend simply on the overall number of cores;

because shared tiers in deeper cache hierarchies will see similar scaling problems; and

because deeper hierarchies still have the potential, in the face of poor locality, to

make coherence penalties worse. Another reason to target a flat system is because

it helps to isolate the basic communication & synchronization questions we wish to

study, from separate questions of regional cache locality optimization. In spite of this,

we intend to create solutions amenable to future incorporation of hierarchical locality

issues.

Some kinds of applications can leverage many-core systems with very little inter-

thread communication, thus reducing harm from the physical factors just described.

This is possible when work can be statically scheduled, prefetched, or otherwise per-

formed with higher locality, and planned in advance. Examples of such workloads

might include blocked (dense) matrix multiplication [40], as well as temporal block-

ing in stencil-based calculations [98]. However, not all applications can take advantage

of these methods.

This work considers applications where irregular parallelism leads to more signifi-

cant synchronization needs. Many workloads in machine learning and graph process-

ing, two fields of recently increased relevance, belong to this class. Two other factors

increase the relevance of irregular parallelism to many-core performance: As other

accelerators, such as GPUs, excel at handling very predictable parallelism, general-

purpose cores are more often left to do the irregular work [13]. Finally, even within a

single many-core processor, as we succeed over time in exploiting easily parallelized

portions of code, the remaining code regions are more irregular and will increasingly
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become an obstacle to overall performance [45]. We will explore irregular parallelism

in more detail in Section 2.3.

On current shared-memory, general purpose multiprocessors, the most common

way to handle synchronization is through primitives such as locks, semaphores, and

barriers. There is an implicit communication requirement to these primitives, re-

gardless of how they are implemented, which makes them fundamentally sensitive to

chip scaling. However, as they are usually implemented on current systems through

sharing of memory locations, this vulnerability is multiplied by the cache-coherence

protocols that mediate shared access on most chips. Cache coherence requires mul-

tiple network delays to resolve most cache sharing events; and this penalty is even

steeper when any of the operations must guarantee atomicity.

The above discussion of propagation latency and cache coherence is one part of

why it is especially challenging to scale synchronization-dependent code on many-core

platforms. Another set of difficulties is caused simply by the larger number of cores.

Synchronization and contention delays grow with the number of threads involved,

independent of the underlying communication mechanism, both in the average and

in the worst-case. Figure 2.3 is one example of how the number of steps required to

accomplish a specific task increases with the system’s core count. In this example,

a thread in a task-stealing benchmark is checking queues in search of work to steal.

Though the benchmark in question maintains a constant density of work relative to

queues as the system’s size increases, the integer number of queues that represents a

given percentage of the system necessarily increases as well. This situation applies as

much to resource contention, such as fighting over network links, as to synchronization

through primitives such as barriers.

Some might argue that future breakthroughs in device physics (e.g., optical inter-

connect [59]), may solve the scaling problems we have outlined. This is not necessarily

true. Even with hypothetical low-latency communication, the sheer number of threads

can cause latency through contention and synchronization delays. Appropriate solu-

tions will be needed for efficient coordination among hundreds of threads, regardless

of the underlying connection technology.
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Figure 2.3: Number of task queues consulted during a single search, in a task-stealing
benchmark that maintains task density constant relative to the number of queues in
the system. As the system’s size increases, searching the same “percentage” of the
queues requires more consultations.

2.3 Irregular Applications

We say that an application has irregular parallelism when its performance character-

istics, such as critical path, available parallelism, memory access pattern, duration

of tasks, etc., are unknown prior to execution or difficult to predict. Such lack of

knowledge in turn reduces the ability and the benefit of static scheduling, prefetch-

ing, partitioning, and other ways of planning ahead. The unpredictability of these

applications is caused by dependence on input data [56]. In many of them, the extent

of required work, along with dependencies or implicit ordering among necessary tasks,

is only dynamically discovered as execution progresses. Irregularity also means that

performance characteristics may vary during the course of a single execution [55].

Opposite on the predictability spectrum we find applications such as, for example,

dense matrix multiply. The structure of the task graph of a dense matrix multiplica-

tion depends simply on the data’s row & column dimensions. The compute delay per

block, and the memory access pattern, are both predictable. All of this information
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can be used to efficiently execute the algorithm with very little communication [40].

This maintains scaling penalties low, even on a large number of cores.

Some applications are only partially irregular. Hashjoin [54], for example, has

a data-dependent memory access pattern, which causes some level of unpredictabil-

ity. But the tasks are statically known, abundant, homogeneous, and free of explicit

dependencies. Though these kinds of applications may sometimes be treated as ir-

regular, their needs are different in ways we will later explore.

For our focus on irregular parallelism, we will consider applications from the

sparse- and graph- dataset domains. These two areas have seen significant research

and optimization focus in the last few years, partly because they are important for

contemporary products and services, and partly because their irregular parallelism

presents a challenge to fast and efficient execution.

Sparse data is often encountered, for example, in machine learning. When working

with sparse matrices (those where most of the entries are zeros), sparsity-specific data

storage formats and processing algorithms are used. By letting the data’s contents

guide the course of the computation [11, 32, 48, 84], they can be more efficient than

using dense-data algorithms on sparse datasets.

Many graph applications also have irregular parallelism. Some examples include

Strongly Connected Component detection [46], max-flow/min-cut [36], and dynamic

mesh refinement [47]. Irregularity may be driven in these cases by the structure of

the graph, or by algorithm specifics (e.g., results-dependent processing order, instead

of full-graph iterations). In either case, the applications’ performance will depend

significantly on the dataset’s contents.

One popular strategy for the execution of irregular parallelism on multi-core sys-

tems is to use a dynamic runtime layer to provide load balance, usually through

task-stealing. In such a system, threads expose available work by organizing it into

tasks, and manage these tasks through shared data structures such as queues. There

is a variety of systems implementing task-stealing solutions [17,35], and later sections

will discuss performance and scalability questions arising when these are used in a

many-core context.

Next we will discuss some of the representative irregular applications used in our
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experiments.

2.3.1 Applications Examined

We focus our experiments mainly on three representative graph- and sparse-data ap-

plications: Maximum flow or mf, Forward solver or fs, and GT fold or gt. These

applications represent real-world problems with interesting data-dependent variabil-

ity. They differ from each other in the character of their load imbalance and their

dynamic task generation. They are introduced in greater detail below.

Maximum-Flow / Minimum-Cut

Maximum Flow / Minimum Cut describes a graph problem encountered in different

guises across different application domains. Given a graph with weighted edges, the

problem can be described as seeking the best line along which to partition the graph

into two subgraphs (one containing a source node and the other a sink node) such as

to minimize the sum value of the edges being cut. Alternatively, the weighted edges

may be understood as links providing a certain carrying capacity between nodes. The

problem then consists of determining the maximum total flow that such a network

could accommodate between the source and the sink, and finding out which links are

instrumental to that limit. Two examples of domains where this problem is important

are distributed processing and image analysis.

Goldberg’s [36] push-relabel algorithm (parallelized later by Anderson [12]) is a

popular method for solving this problem. Among graph algorithms, it is more complex

than others such as shortest path and breadth first search, due to its reliance on

transactions between pairs of nodes, and the dynamic evolution of the graph. The

algorithm operates on an input graph whose nodes are connected by weighted edges.

The goal is to saturate the network’s capacity by “pushing” as much flow as possible

from a source node to a destination node. This is accomplished by repeatedly applying

two main operations. A push operation moves excess flow from one node to its

neighbor, according to the capacity of their shared edge. A relabel operation maintains

the desired direction of flow by updating a per-node metric which approximates nodes’
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Figure 2.4: Maximum-Flow finds the edges in a graph which limit the flow that can
be carried between a source and a drain. In Goldberg’s algorithm, each dynamic task
represents either a node-pair interaction or a relabeling of a node’s neighbors.

distance from the sink. Though real-world implementations often layer on extra

heuristics for faster convergence, our experiment will focus only on the base algorithm.

Individual tasks in this algorithm are of varying duration, since each task decides

whether to push or relabel, and may also contend for multiple locks. In practice tasks

last between one and two thousand cycles. They have a variable fan-out factor, as 0,

1, or 2 new tasks may succeed each task, depending on its result. The application’s

task-graph may even depend on the actual order of execution; such that the total

number of tasks is not constant for a given dataset.

Sparse Forward Solver

Sparse linear system solvers are one of the most important application domains in

high performance computing, and forward triangular substitution is a key kernel in

such algorithms. One popular way of solving sparse linear systems, for example, is a

conjugate gradient algorithm with incomplete LU preconditioner [84] that uses both

forward and backward triangular substitutions in each iteration until it converges.

Due to its limited, fine-grain parallelism, triangular substitution is often a bottleneck

when scaling to non-trivial numbers of threads. For example, in the high-performance

conjugate gradient benchmark [32], a popular new tool for ranking supercomputers,
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the majority of programmers’ optimization effort is spent on parallelization of tri-

angular substitution. Forward and backward substitution are symmetric, so it is

sufficient for us to consider only one of them.
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Figure 2.5: Sparse Forward Solver solves a sparse lower diagonal matrix row by row,
following a dependency graph defined by the non-zero elements. Each row becomes
a dynamic task with one dependency per non-diagonal non-zero element.

In forward triangular substitution, the given input matrix statically determines

the task dependency graph, and hence the level of parallelism. A non-zero element

at location (i, j) in the input matrix creates a dependency where the computation

of the ith row depends on the computation of the jth row. In other words, if we

interpret the input matrix as an adjacency matrix, the resulting graph is itself the

task dependency graph, with each task representing the computation of one row. In

this way, the non-zero pattern of the matrix determines the amount of parallelism, its

evolution over time, and the critical path. Tasks vary in duration by the number of

non-zeros and dependents, but on average last about two thousand cycles. Our main

datasets for this workload were computed using code from the HPCG [32] benchmark,

and correspond to discretizations of Laplacian operators.

RNA Folding

GTFold [66] is an algorithm that calculates the folded shape of an RNA segment.

It does so in incremental fashion, first calculating the preferred shape of all shortest

possible subsequences of nucleotides in the given segment, and then combining these,
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step-by-step, into longer sequences. The execution time of each such task is depen-

dent on the specific nucleotides present, and can vary significantly with the resulting

geometry. Because of the iterative, pair-wise combination pattern, each task may

trigger 0, 1, or 2 successors. Maximum parallelism occurs at the start, and narrows

linearly.
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Figure 2.6: GTFold computes the preferred shape of an RNA sequence by starting
with sub-sequences of length 2 and combining them incrementally into longer ones.
The resulting task graph has a triangular shape, where all but the initial set of
tasks have two dependents, and each task’s duration is determined by its specific
subsequence.

On the surface, GTFold has more structured parallelism than mf and fs, because

of the straightforward shape of its task graph. But its tasks are variable-length and

input dependent; its available parallelism varies over time; and its tasks depend on

one another. Tasks are also longer on average than those of our other applications:

the average task duration is around fifteen thousand cycles. This difference relative

to our other workloads affects trade-offs regarding load balance.

Other Applications

We also include in some of our experiments two applications with statically gener-

ated workloads of independent tasks: Hashbuild or hb and Hashjoin or hj. These

represent the more “embarrassingly parallel” kinds of applications whose only source

of imbalance is a more or less irregular memory access pattern. They have thus been
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the target of some load-balancing efforts in the past.

hb and hj are extracted from two phases of a common hash-based algorithm

for database table join operations. Our implementation resembles that described

in [54]. Hashbuild uses multiple threads to construct a hash table using keys from the

original inner table. Hashjoin streams over the rows in the outer table and uses the

constructed hash table to seek matches to inner table rows. Both applications have

statically generated tasks, as the tables are known at the start, and no dependencies

exist to require dynamic generation during execution. There is also consequently wide

parallelism.

Finally, for a few more specific comparisons, we have created a small number of

microbenchmarks.

rtb simulates a dynamically-generated workload with very short tasks, and a

persistent need for load-balancing. It is designed to stress the overhead of dynamic

task-stealing as a load-balance method. It works by executing 100 generations of

tasks, with each generation having as many tasks as there are cores, but generating

such tasks in an unbalanced manner. As only a fraction of each generation of tasks

creates the whole next set, frequent load-balancing help is required to maintain ef-

ficient execution. Its use of dummy (nop loop) tasks avoids introducing unrelated

processing or traffic into the system, and focuses the stress on task management and

its basic overheads.

hist, as its name implies, is a microbenchmark that processes an input dataset

into a shared histogram. In our case the histogram has 256 bins, and the input dataset

is evenly divided among worker threads and handled in a straightforward manner.

This is meant to stress fine-grain, unpredictable sharing of atomically-incremented

data.

tick is a microbenchmark where N threads each execute a number of lock/unlock

cycles, choosing randomly from among 0.5N ticket-style locks. This is meant to stress

both contention and overhead in lock acquisition and release, modeling the situation

that may arise, for example, in graph applications where nodes are protected by locks.
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Figure 2.7: From Kulkarni [55], parallelism over time for one execution of a Mesh
Refinement algorithm, when modeling an infinite number of cores. Computation
steps in this context refers to algorithm iterations, independent of core count.

2.3.2 Available Parallelism

Dynamic generation of tasks is a frequent characteristic of irregular applications.

Even when the complete set of required tasks is known at compile time (which is

unlikely in practice), dependencies among tasks can mean that only a subset of them

can be executed concurrently at any given time [26]. We refer to this “ready” subset

of tasks as available parallelism.

When we say, then, that certain applications show “variability in parallelism dur-

ing execution”, we refer to changes in this value over time, occurring naturally as

in-progress tasks either enable or create a greater or smaller number of dependent

follow-ups. We can illustrate an application’s available parallelism over time using a

parallelism profile [26].

Figure 2.7 shows one example of an irregular application’s parallelism profile, from

a published study [55] which simulates a computer with an infinite number of cores

in order to reveal an algorithm’s maximum parallelism potential. At each timestep in

the algorithm, it shows the number of tasks available, corresponding to the maximum

number of threads it could possibly occupy concurrently given a capable system. The

mesh refinement workload in this case peaks at more than 7000 available tasks, but

then tapers down and spends many timesteps well below 100. What is important

about many irregular applications, including those used in this thesis and introduced

in Section 2.3.1, is that the profile’s overall shape and scale of variation are difficult

or impossible to predict. Furthermore, once we choose a “real” (non-infinite) system
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for execution, the effective profile might be further shaped by the finite core-count,

altering the relationship between abundant and scarce periods.

Available parallelism can be influenced by changes in task granularity [26]. For

example, to better utilize a many-core system, we might partition a workload into a

larger number of smaller tasks that can be executed concurrently. This increase in

available parallelism, however, may carry a penalty in task management overhead.

Our chosen applications have generally fine-grained tasks, potentially supplying suf-

ficient parallelism for a many-core system, but task management must be carefully

accomplished.

As other works [26, 55] have shown, there is no shortage of irregular applica-

tions where, for some periods, available parallelism is more than enough to occupy

a hundred-core system. However, periods of relatively limited parallelism are also

found throughout. The performance impact of these narrow periods has in the past

been downplayed, but it grows along with the number of cores in the system, in

ways that can be understood through Amdahl’s law [45]. Appropriate task manage-

ment solutions for irregular applications and many-core chips must be able to thrive

across these different operating regimes presenting different fundamental performance

challenges.

When available parallelism is far larger than the number of hardware threads, we

will say that the system is thread-constrained. Under this regime, the most useful steps

a task management system can take for performance purposes is to maximize overall

productivity, by minimizing its own overhead. Any actual load-balancing intervention

must be infrequent, and use as few core cycles (globally) as possible. This is the regime

generally assumed by current offerings in dynamic task management for multi-core

chips, such as Chase-Lev and Cilk [24, 35]. Relative to the core counts of current

mainstream processors, this is probably the right approach.

When available parallelism is smaller, equal, or only somewhat larger than the

number of hardware threads (to an extent dependent on the degree of load imbalance),

we will say that the system is task-constrained. Overall management overhead may

not be the most important concern in this case. We can take a cue from research

on networked clusters, which, despite being quite different architecturally, do often
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contain hundreds of cores. First, load-balance interventions may become both more

frequent, and more laborious [31]. Second, overall task management overhead may

not be as important as specifically avoiding overheads on the threads that are at any

time making progress [82]. When properly handled, task-constrained situations may

still result in full system utilization; these two conditions are not mutually exclusive.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that task-constrained operation may, by its nature,

increase the application’s vulnerability to the kinds of communication delays we have

previously discussed as a growing challenge of many-core systems.

Whereas under regular parallelism one may see extended periods of task constraint

as evidence of a poor match between system size and problem size, we will argue that

(a) in irregular parallelism, it may be unavoidable (and possibly more optimal) to

choose a much larger system than the narrow portions of the workload would suggest,

and run partially idle during those times; and (b) in real-world situations, it might

be inefficient or impossible to sufficiently understand a dataset in advance, in order

to make a careful choice regarding, e.g., mapping to an appropriately-sized system.

It is therefore important for the real-world usability of both software and hardware

to be able to handle thread-constrained and task-constrained conditions dynamically,

in the best way possible.

2.4 Existing Runtime Systems for Irregular Appli-

cations

2.4.1 Task Stealing Models

At the most basic level, we assume a fork-join parallel programming model [27]. The

application starts in serial execution with a single “master” thread, which spawns

a set of worker threads. These workers persist until program completion. During

parallel portions, we follow a dynamic, task-stealing runtime model [17] in which both

master and worker threads repeatedly retrieve and execute tasks from task queues.

Any thread can create and enqueue new tasks. A task is generally represented by a

function pointer and a set of arguments. We assume that dependencies are resolved
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before a task is inserted in a queue, such that all queue contents are ready for possibly

concurrent execution; at this fundamental level we make no assumptions about the

ordering of items in these queues.

In a shared memory system, like in most multi-core chips, maintaining a shared

state for task storage is quite easy. However, manipulation of the shared state (i.e.,

task enqueues and dequeues) requires synchronization. If we put all tasks in a single

queue, contention in updating that state, due to the required synchronization, grows

rapidly with the number of workers. On most systems, even at modest numbers of

cores, this contention limits parallel performance unless tasks are very coarse-grained.

Thus, actual implementations of dynamic runtimes typically use one queue per

worker, so that each worker can enqueue and dequeue to its “own” queue efficiently

most of the time [24]. The downside is that when a worker finds its queue empty,

it must either sit idle until the end of the current parallel phase, or invest time in

finding a task in another queue. This process of task or work stealing [17, 25, 35] has

become widely used, with a variety of runtime layer implementations in existence,

and a significant body of research exploring best practices. The next section will

discuss some of this work.

2.4.2 Task Stealing Runtimes

The basic groundwork for task stealing was laid in works such as the original Cilk [17].

A number of the parallelism toolkits currently in use implement task stealing in a

similar way, including, among others, Intel’s TBB (with the latest version of what

was originally Cilk), and IBM’s XWS [25,35].

As described in Section 2.4.1 above, task-stealing implementations focused on mul-

ticore chip performance tend to employ one queue per worker thread. This is done to

avoid centralized contention and to reduce the overhead of each thread’s enqueues and

dequeues. Even on systems needing “frequent” load balance, enqueues and dequeues

constitute the more common case compared to the frequency of stealing events. To

further manage contention for queues, especially the impact of stealing attempts on a

queue’s owner thread, non-blocking protocols [24, 35] have been formulated. We will
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use one such protocol, Chase-Lev, as a starting point for our design. Its advantage

lies in further speeding up a thread’s frequent accesses to its own queue.

We will now explore a few of the research directions seeking to maximize the

performance and efficiency of this general approach to task-stealing.

Many of the basic “best practices” for global task-stealing efficiency were devel-

oped a while ago through topics such as steal half [16, 31, 42] and target randomiza-

tion [35]. Both are well-accepted and effective in thread-constrained conditions (when

tasks are numerous relative to threads). They are also attractive because they require

no sharing of information among threads. These kinds of best practices will be used

in our baseline implementation, and we will re-evaluate their appropriateness at the

hundred-core scale.

The debate between “work-first” and “help-first” [41,94] policies is an example of

the tension in task stealing systems between per-thread efficiency and critical path

progress. The specific question is whether newly created tasks should be immediately

executed, with parent scopes paused and enqueued, as may be the case in single-

thread sequential execution; or whether the new tasks should be enqueued until the

parent scope is done. These two choices accrue overhead in different ways. Similarly,

one can ask whether, from an energy allocation perspective, it makes sense to favor

thieves or victims [82]. The overarching question in these discussions is the balance

between “work overhead” (which accrues at the start of every task) and “critical path

overhead” (which accrues only on steal events). Our need to obtain good results in

conditions of both abundance and scarcity may require reexamining policies on this

front.

Work-sharing vs. stealing [6,17,34] arguments tread related ground, though often

the intent is to eliminate the need for queue synchronization. This can be done by

having active threads take the time to push new tasks to others, instead of having the

others steal them. This idea is generally counterproductive because of the overheads

it introduces. Only in some distributed systems can it result in sufficiently reduced

implementation complexity and faster work discovery.

Queue splitting is another attempt to manage contention by reducing the need to

synchronize [6, 31]. In these systems, the thread that owns each queue has (mostly)
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synchronization-free access to it; a guarantee achieved by restricting others’ stealing

to only a portion of said queue. This can indeed be worthwhile in times of relative

abundance of work. It becomes less helpful when queues are short, or when they may

be empty, both frequent under irregular parallelism.

Task splitting, batching, and coalescing [25,94] are further techniques attempting

to reduce overhead, in this case by combining the benefits of both coarse- and fine-

grain task management. This kind of flexibility is not practical in all situations; it

tends to be at its best in “divide and conquer” or recursive algorithms, which are

more amenable to runtime decisions about task granularity.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the performance challenges of fine-grain task

stealing have motivated some proposals to move beyond software optimization and

implement dynamic task management in hardware [57,60,86]. Carbon [57], for exam-

ple, used hardware for both task storage and high performance stealing. ADM [86]

achieved similar performance while storing tasks in conventional memory; it further

regained flexibility through software scheduling policies. However, it relied on active-

messaging mechanisms, which involve special hardware of a different sort. Both of

these solutions have significant drawbacks that we seek to avoid in our work; we will

discuss this hardware angle in greater depth in Section 2.5.2. Hardware concerns

aside, there are aspects of the implementation of these systems, such as smarter com-

munication patterns, that are worth exploring in a fully-software solution, something

the cited works declined to do.

2.4.3 Shortcomings for Many-Core Systems

We study task-management on chips with hundreds of general-purpose cores. Now

we will discuss why existing research in task-stealing has poorly explored this space,

and how existing solutions are inadequate.

Most research into task stealing in shared-memory multi-cores is necessarily car-

ried out on available hardware. Consequently, its scope is generally limited to chips

with at most tens of general purpose cores. We have discussed how on a hundred-core

architecture, both increasing physical delays, and the need to interact with a greater
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number of threads, creates more significant communication overheads and increased

contention over specific resources. But with current hardware’s small core counts and

relatively short network distances, the effect of these scaling factors is limited. Moving

into the hundred-core era will have an effect on the efficiency and performance of ex-

isting task-stealing runtime designs through excess contention among worker threads

and harder to ignore communication delays.

Contention can be addressed through changes to the runtime. For example, we

can impose a hierarchy on the threads’ communication pattern, to bound the number

of participants at each level. This carries a risk of worsening latency, but may later

enable optimization when executing on hierarchical cache hardware. Such a structure

would also enable us to re-evaluate reliance on completely random stealing; though

attractive in its simplicity, randomization can be inefficient and redundant in ways

that become a liability at large core counts.

Fundamental communication delays are not addressable from a software perspec-

tive; however, communication patterns resulting from fine-grain sharing and cache

coherence protocols multiply the impact of physical delays on current systems. There

is no lack of proposals for accelerating task management through extra hardware, as

we will see in Section 2.5. For practical reasons we would like to avoid such narrowly-

targeted hardware; instead, in Chapter 4 we seek solutions for more generally reducing

the coherence message traffic resulting from concurrent accesses to shared memory.

Figure 2.8 is an example of how task-stealing can increase in cost with increas-

ing system size, even when available parallelism remains constant relative to core

count. It shows the duration in number of cycles of an average steal attempt, at

various system sizes, in a state-of-the-art runtime during a run of our rtb bench-

mark. This dynamic workload requires continuous fine-grain load balancing. Though

the benchmark actively maintains the average available parallelism per core as the

system scales, the cost of even a successful steal is increasing with system size. This

is a consequence of two factors: First, an increase in the discrete number of queue

checks per steal attempt (e.g., a constant percentage of a larger number); second, the

increased latency of each such event, resulting from contention as well as physical

travel delays.
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Figure 2.8: Duration in cycles of a steal attempt in a state-of-the-art runtime, com-
pared to the number of cores. The rtb workload used here maintains constant avail-
able parallelism relative to system size at each point, yet the time required to execute
(or decide to fail) a steal increases.

Another factor affecting the performance of task stealing, is the end of the long-

time assumption that available parallelism is plentiful compared to the hardware’s

core count. This abundance assumption is less often true when we are executing

irregular applications on hundred-core chips. Though many irregular applications are

often capable of thousands of concurrent tasks, lengthy periods of narrower parallelism

are also frequent, and what parallelism exists must be dynamically discovered. The

time required to steal tasks increases in relevance, both because it is more likely to be

on the critical path during narrow parallelism sections, and because task-constrained

operation makes the stealing searches more time-consuming to begin with.

Because of all of the above reasons, existing task-stealing solutions for multicore

chips are not appropriate for irregular parallelism on hundreds of cores. Current

best practices scale poorly into the hundreds of cores, suffering from long stealing

times and high contention. There is significant waste of both compute and network

resources when we rely on stealing and management policies appropriate for few cores

and abundant parallelism.

In certain architectural domains, systems already exist which do tally up to hun-

dreds or even thousands of cores, and solutions exist for scaling problems analogous

to what single chip many-cores will face. We will consider some ideas from these

areas, while being mindful of architectural differences.
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In cluster systems, multiple chips communicate over a board, and multiple such

nodes may communicate over a wired network. Compute clusters suffer communi-

cation latencies at chip and board boundaries which are orders of magnitude longer

than we observe across one chip. David et al. [30] indicate, for example, a latency in-

crease of between 2x and 7.5x when cache requests must cross AMD Opteron sockets

vs. being issued within the same socket, even under zero contention. Latencies be-

tween different boards are even longer. These latency differences, along with NUMA

and distributed memory models, change the relationship between computation and

communication, and emphasize different task management needs compared to single

chips.

In this context, task stealing has been explored frequently [14,31,69,80]. One gen-

eral difference of interest to us is that alternatives to flat randomized stealing have

been more frequently explored, due to steeper penalties or hard barriers when traf-

fic does not match the hardware’s node structure. However, other differences make

these results hard to generalize to our case. Cluster runtimes must often manage the

application’s data, explicitly moving it across NUMA boundaries to where tasks are

executed; something our situation does not require. Also, because of long network

latencies, cluster systems tend to favor much coarser-grain parallelism. Finally, run-

times must often implement synchronization layers on top of the chosen interconnect

and NUMA systems.

Another field where one may say that dynamic task-management exists for man-

aging hundreds of cores is GPUs [92, 95]. But once again, this situation only super-

ficially resembles our scenario; there are architectural differences that drive solutions

in different directions. For example, thread group/warp scale communication and

coordination is of crucial importance in GPUs; explicit cache management and data

movement may be necessary for correctness and safety, as full cache coherence is

uncommon; and, until very recently, even generating a new task on a GPU was not

actually possible [97], requiring hybrid CPU/GPU solutions. Once again, architec-

tural differences mean that GPUs are at their best on very different applications and

algorithms compared to CPUs.

There is, then, a lack of appropriate task-stealing solutions for our requirements:
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Applying the lessons from existing multi-core task-stealing work, while efficiently

leveraging hundred-core chips, with understanding of on-chip communication penal-

ties; allowing irregular applications with fine-grain, time-variable parallelism to max-

imize progress, while being smart and efficient about periods of lower parallelism;

and avoiding purpose-specific hardware in order to maximize both flexibility and the

prospect of practical adoption.

2.5 Communication and Synchronization Support

in Many-Cores

We have mentioned that we wish to avoid proposals with task-stealing specific hard-

ware. However, we do not wish to avoid hardware proposals altogether. After we

achieve a software runtime with the necessary qualities, we do target the on-chip

communication patterns resulting from the runtime’s activity. We do so at the most

fundamental level, hoping for a broadly-useful, versatile solution.

Hardware acceleration of synchronization activities on multicore systems has been

a topic of research ever since it was clear that parallel programming in general could

be served by a relatively small number of primitives and sharing patterns. However,

work in this area has often been too single-purpose to adopt into a general purpose

architecture, has not targeted shared-memory collaboration on coherent systems, or

has forced significant trade-offs in functionality, compatibility, or practicality for im-

plementation and usage.

2.5.1 Current Hardware Support

We will start with a review of hardware features relevant to communication that

might be considered commonplace on currently popular systems.

We assume that a many-core chip provides the ability for cores to communicate

implicitly through a shared memory model, by reading and writing to the same lo-

cations. We also assume automatic coherence among caches serving different cores.

We assume that the hardware and instruction set support basic, general-purpose
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atomic operations, sufficient to implement synchronization primitives [43] such as

spin locks and barriers for example. It is also not unusual for contemporary systems

to support streaming-oriented memory access (such as with cache bypass instruc-

tions), intended for bringing large amounts of low-locality data from/to DRAM while

protecting higher-locality data in cache. While not strictly a core-to-core communica-

tion feature, it is important because bringing data to and from a core while bypassing

local cache is something that can be repurposed for reducing cost and latency of

on-chip communication.

Certain parallelism-oriented features which are slowly coming to market but were

not used in either the applications or runtimes in this work include Intel’s transac-

tional extensions (TSX) [99], available in recent chips, and memory versioning, as in

Oracle’s upcoming M7 [10].

We have already mentioned that communication and synchronization delays have

been a more urgent problem in cluster, supercomputer, and GPU architectures.

Domain-appropriate hardware acceleration features exist to address some of these

cases. There are some interesting ideas to keep in mind.

In distributed-memory clusters, latencies on inter-node data sharing have accen-

tuated communication bottlenecks sooner. Some networking solutions have, accord-

ingly, included hardware to compensate. Infiniband [62, 71] is one popular example:

interface hardware can include features to facilitate updates to shared data in re-

mote nodes with separate memory spaces. The capabilities and usage model of these

features are shaped by typical task durations, network delays, and memory models

of cluster systems. For example, some of the related work has focused on achieving

one-sided operation; that is, eliminating the need for the processor that owns a given

memory space to be interrupted in order to service remote updates to data in that

space.

Systems falling into the supercomputer category tend to have greater focus on

scale-up performance of specific applications, and have often sought low-overhead

communication more eagerly than more generic clusters. Some systems of this type

have included support for certain atomic operations in the memory hierarchy [33,39]

as a way to achieve high processing throughput without saturating I/O or network
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links. The basic concept of moving atomic ops towards the data is important to

us, as atomics are crucial to the use of synchronization primitives, and atomicity is

a significant factor in cache system overhead. In supercomputing architectures, the

specific choice of atomic operation, as well as its implementation, have usually favored

data throughput rather than control-flow, and have tended to be tightly coupled to

specific programming models (e.g., stream processing, combining networks).

Finally, some recently released GPUs offer ISA extensions implementing a measure

of cache coherence [50], through on-demand flushing and refreshing of local cache.

This is a step towards ease of use for such systems, which previously have offered little

to no coherence; and is necessary for close integration into heterogeneous designs.

However, the necessary programming complexity and safety risks of such a usage

model are among problems we have sought to avoid in our solution.

2.5.2 Relevant Research Trends

Beyond the technology currently available, there are many research directions relevant

to hardware acceleration of on-die communication and synchronization activities.

Perhaps the first obvious approach to accelerating a problematic algorithm is

to implement a full solution to the specific high-level problem, in hardware. One

clear example of this, for the specific case of fine-grain task-stealing, are some of

the runtimes mentioned in Section 2.4.2, such as CARBON [57] and HAQu [60].

However, these are only representative of this category; similar kinds of solutions

exist in research for other high-level problems.

In general, though each such solution may well achieve performance and/or ef-

ficiency in its target use, that is far from the only criterion that makes a solution

desirable. Narrow scope of application can be a barrier to adoption in anything but a

specialized system, given the necessary hardware investment. There are other prob-

lems with hardware solutions at this level. Some of these include a loss of flexibility

due to hard-coded choices; greater system complexity resulting in challenges for both

programmers and architects; and complications when integrating with, for example,

a multiprocessing OS.
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Somewhat removed from high-level, problem-specific hardware, are features such

as active messages [96]. Active messages seek to provide an alternative system for

communication and short operations on remotely cached data. With proper use

they allow for speedup through avoidance of protocol overheads in communication-

dependent code. But this solution also suffers from key drawbacks: First, its use re-

quires adopting a significantly different programming model alongside coherent shared

memory, which is a barrier to adoption by other than very specialized programmers.

Second, real-world implementations must solve significant challenges regarding dead-

lock avoidance and fairness, especially in multiprocessing operating systems. Finally,

similar practical implementation and cost barriers apply as with the earlier high-level

hardware proposals. Combined, these factors make it difficult to justify at implemen-

tation time on a general-purpose processor.

Taking one more step away from higher-level solutions, there is also a wealth of

research on hardware support of more basic and popular synchronization primitives,

such as locks and barriers [5,87,91,93]. Targeting primitives rather than higher level

constructs preserves some flexibility and breadth of application, while still improving

performance. There are at least two main drawbacks, however. First, hardware-based

primitives are generally subject to resource limitations leading to fall-back complexi-

ties and OS-level sharing questions. Second, to some extent they still reduce flexibility

by hard-coding details. For example, as research by T. David has shown [30], differ-

ent locking mechanisms may have different strengths; but a hardware implementation

must usually choose one. In general, the case for inclusion of these systems in general-

purpose chips is still somewhat difficult and limiting.

A different research direction seeking to reduce penalties related to propagation

delays is near-data computing or processing-in-memory. The recent efforts by J.

Ahn [8,9] are a good example. These works attempt to improve efficiency and through-

put during bulk data updates by placing extra execution elements closer to memory.

With the target uses being quite different from our on-chip synchronization latency

concerns, the design of the hardware and the risk-reward calculus of off-loading are

different from what they would be in our case. But this line of thinking provides one

plausible idea for addressing shared-memory use with atomic operations, if it could
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be implemented efficiently enough at an on-chip cache level. Even then we would

have to be careful when thinking about the resulting programming model.

At the level of basic cache dynamics, many architects have sought to improve effi-

ciency in the face of variations in data locality, most often through run-time monitor-

ing. Kurian et al. [58] is a good example of this, combining streaming-type uncached

accesses with per-core locality monitoring to assign different policies to different lines.

Similarly, Nilsson et al. [72] enhance a DRAM controller with a cache whose contents

are dynamically determined through monitoring of the memory channel. For our pur-

poses, these ideas would be more compelling if on-chip communication among cores

were more often the target, rather than single-core locality. A second concern is our

need to ensure that atomic operations are part of the scheme.

Park et al. [78] also target cache-coherence overheads, but without monitoring

(avoiding the time and space overhead), and specifically targeting communication

(producer-consumer). It uses programmer knowledge transmitted through ISA sup-

port to trigger direct access to remote cores’ local caches. These priorities are a step

closer to what we require, and the solution also carries low added complexity for both

programmers and hardware designers. It still lacks, however, mention of atomic oper-

ations; it also fails to incorporate use of shared caches, leaving many communication

patterns unserved. We will use its ideas as one of our starting points for hardware

proposals in Chapter 4.

2.5.3 Hardware Needs of Irregular Applications

There are, as we have seen, interesting proposals for hardware acceleration of on-chip

communication and synchronization at multiple levels. We have briefly mentioned

why some of these are not suitable for our purposes. In this section we will focus on

the hardware needs of irregular parallelism specifically. This will highlight how the

solutions we have seen so far are inappropriate for the purpose.

Irregular parallelism requires fast and efficient communication (e.g., for propa-

gating knowledge of the changing state of the system) and synchronization (e.g., for

efficient fine-grain task steals). Existing cache-coherence mechanisms on multi-core
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chips will not be appropriate for these needs when scaled to many-cores.

Irregular applications can exhibit a variety of available parallelism profiles, which

may affect a runtime’s choice of “best policy” at different times and on different topics

during execution. Therefore we would like to maintain flexibility. The applications

themselves may have communication patterns beyond those related to task manage-

ment that programmers would like to accelerate; and, with variable parallelism, the

main program may at times occupy only a portion of the system, suggesting that

both power management and multi-processing should be able to be incorporated.

None of the existing or prior proposed hardware fulfills all of our above require-

ments. Some, such as profiling-based cache insertion optimizations, are easy to use,

but lack flexibility or performance. Some, such as hardware task-stealing constructs,

offer performance but are too specific, lacking flexibility. Others, such as active mes-

sages, are flexible and performant, but would require substantial amounts of new code

and different programming models. Finally, we want, if possible, to avoid having to

include multiple single-purpose hardware features in an architecture to accomplish

our goals.

2.6 Summary of Motivation and Goals

We expect that general-purpose, many-core chips will be an important part of the

near-future computing landscape; they show promise as flexible and capable platforms

for general-purpose code with varying levels of predictability and parallelism. How-

ever, this promise is tempered by the increasing expense of communication among

large numbers of cores. To the extent that more regular parallelism is efficiently

exploited by existing technologies, irregular code will become an increasingly im-

portant [13] stumbling block for overall performance, and penalties for fine-grain

communication will be a large part of the problem.

At the same time, irregular parallel applications are becoming more important due

to the popularity of related domains such as machine learning and graph analytics;

and they are becoming a focus of research due to the challenges they present for fast,

efficient execution. Though parallelism in these applications can peak at hundreds or
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thousands of concurrent tasks, significant variation is observed across applications,

datasets, and over time. This makes it difficult to efficiently plan or predict execu-

tion, leading to reliance on dynamic scheduling, which creates greater dependence on

communication.

In view of these trends, we believe it is important to enable irregular parallel appli-

cations to execute more quickly and efficiently on many-core chips in the hundred-core

scale.

From the application’s point of view, the first necessary step is to both improve

the effectiveness of the dynamic runtime, and reduce its task management overhead,

by designing it with many-core chip platforms in mind. This may require significant

changes to how stealing is done at large core counts, improving performance and sys-

tem utilization, especially during task-constrained operation. It may require freeing

unnecessary cores during times when the workload allows. And it may require ideas

for increasing the system’s flexibility in the face of changing conditions.

From the hardware point of view, given dynamic scheduling’s greater reliance on

fine grain communication and synchronization, and the fact that current platforms

rely on shared memory and coherence for these activities, we will seek ways to reduce

on-chip communication penalties without radically changing the programming model

or significantly overhauling the architecture. We intend to do this by targeting specific

communication patterns that defy the cache’s locality assumptions, and introducing

ways to more efficiently match the movement of data to the intended communication

pattern. We seek to reduce these inefficiencies without requiring substantial user

code rewrites or losing compatibility with existing systems and programming models.

Finally, we intend for our solutions to be practical to implement and as generic as

possible, for better prospects of inclusion into general purpose hardware.



Chapter 3

Task-Stealing Runtime for

Irregular Parallelism

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, certain types of applications, including many of those op-

erating on graphs and sparse datasets, exhibit large variations in available parallelism

during execution and across datasets. We refer to this as irregular parallelism, and

it makes static scheduling difficult, inefficient, and unreliable. Dynamic scheduling

runtimes based on task stealing have been proposed for these kinds of situations.

In the multi-core chip realm, a rich body of work has explored the design of such

runtimes. However, the combination of irregular, unpredictable parallelism with up-

coming hundred-core chips presents new challenges for this dynamic approach. For

example, though the mesh refinement workload earlier presented in Figure 2.7 is ca-

pable of generating, at its peak, over 7000 concurrent tasks, greater than 50% of

the algorithm’s timesteps can muster less than 128 concurrent tasks. More impor-

tantly, the height of the peak and the shape of the long tail for a given execution are

determined by the input dataset rather than the algorithm.

For these applications, we observe that parallelism exhibits different phases rela-

tive to core count. The unpredictable mix of these phases of either relative abundance

34
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or scarcity of parallel work leads to inefficient utilization of hardware resources. Op-

timizing the performance of applications exhibiting this kind of parallelism requires

detecting and addressing both types of phases, each with different performance char-

acteristics, placing conflicting demands on the runtime. In task-constrained phases,

it is important to reduce stealing overhead, optimizing the critical path by quickly

locating and distributing new work to idling cores. While doing so, we must occupy

the smallest number of cores necessary, to create opportunities for sharing or manag-

ing power use on the remaining cores. During thread-constrained or “task abundant”

phases, overall runtime overheads must be as small as possible, and all threads must

be kept busy. This requires maximizing the efficiency of the runtime, to allow the

system’s resources to focus on the application’s work.

In this chapter we design a task stealing runtime capable of scaling irregular

workloads to chips with hundreds of cores, by handling both thread-constrained and

task-constrained phases in ways that lead to high performance and efficient use of the

system.

We first characterize in detail the parallelism in representative irregular work-

loads. We then set up a baseline runtime representing best practices in many-core

task-stealing. To improve throughput and utilization when stealing during task-

constrained phases, we analyze variations on work-pushing, which some have found

appropriate for high-latency situations in distributed systems [34]. We discover that

one fundamental problem is the time required for even a single round of searching

through the system. This search time makes up the majority of the time spent in

runtime code, and is made worse by threads failing to gather and share information

about queue occupancy.

We propose a set of compact data structures for efficient sharing of informa-

tion about both queue state and thread availability. This design enables low-latency

lookups by both task producers and consumers, and its hierarchical logical structure

reduces contention among threads and enables decision-making in response to chang-

ing conditions. It requires no hardware support beyond cache-line level coherence

and existing atomic operations.

When tested on a 128 core system, this design reduces stealing delays by up to
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13x through faster searches and lower queue contention. Unlike earlier hierarchical

task management systems in single-chip work [57, 86], our design is implemented in

software and preserves a flat, single level of queues.

Having reduced search times, we then improve efficiency in task-constrained phases.

Existing runtimes designed for thread-constrained (task-abundant) operation waste

energy and core cycles whenever tasks become less plentiful. We analyze ways to

right-size the system, releasing idle cores when possible for other work or power

savings, while maintaining the prompt discovery of new work which is essential for

critical-path performance. We find that an approach incorporating both task-stealing

when thread-constrained, and work-pushing when task-constrained, works best.

We also use the information in our tree structure for dynamically adaptive runtime

behavior. We find that, when work is abundant, it is beneficial to be selective about

victims; however, when work is scarce, the speed of single-task stealing should be

prioritized instead. The runtime also responds to the availability of idle threads

by increasing the frequency of updates to its own metadata, since idle workers can

update this without interrupting useful work. Adaptive approaches reduce the need

for manual tuning of runtime details, and are appropriate to the irregular nature of

our workloads.

Our 13x speedup in locating work reduces applications’ overall core-cycle usage

by 29% on average, opening the way for power optimizations and multi-processing.

By making smarter stealing choices, greater core availability leads to speedups of up

to 30% over current state-of-the-art task stealing, with an average of 15% on target

workloads executing on the same simulated 128-core system.

3.2 Background

3.2.1 Application Parallelism Model

We assume applications are written using a fork-join model [27], where execution

starts with a single “master” thread, and then spawns worker threads to initiate a

parallel phase. Upon the end of the parallel phase, the workers join and the program
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void∗ worker thread func ( void∗ argPtr ) {
while ( my task = dequeue task ( ) ) {

// . . . p roces s my task
// c r e a t e and enqueue new t a s k s as necessary
enqueue task ( new task ) ;

}
return NULL;

}

int main ( ) {
// . . . i n i t i a l i z a t i o n . . .

// seed i n i t i a l t a s k ( s )
enqueue task ( i n i t i a l t a s k ) ;

// beg in p a r a l l e l s e c t i o n
for ( int i = 0 ; i < num threads ; ++i ) {

pth r ead c r ea t e ( args [ i ] ,& worker thread func ) ;
}
for ( int i = 0 ; i < num threads ; ++i ) {

pt h r ea d j o i n ( ) ;
}

return 0 ;
}

Figure 3.1: Basic sketch of our parallelism model.

returns to serial execution. A program may undergo multiple such parallel phases

over time. During a parallel phase, we assume work is distributed among the worker

threads using a dynamic scheduling runtime. All threads repeatedly retrieve tasks

from task queues, and any of them is able to create and enqueue new tasks during

execution. A task in this context can be thought of as a function pointer and a set of

arguments. All tasks in the queue are ready to be executed in any order.1 Figure 3.1

is a brief example of the general structure of an application following our model.

1Some task queue models allow for dependences between tasks. We assume that dependences are
resolved before inserting tasks in the queue.
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The task queue is simply storage for ready tasks, and can be implemented in many

ways; in practice, there is often one queue per worker, for performance reasons. If

the queue is empty, the worker thread seeks or waits for new work, or waits for all

workers to be finished. When all workers are finished, control passes back to the

master thread to continue serial execution.

3.2.2 Irregular Parallelism Examples

In recent years, there has been a surge in research on applications operating on sparse

datasets. This includes graph analytics (e.g., [1, 1–3, 22, 64, 79, 89]) and sparse linear

algebra-based applications (e.g., high-performance conjugate gradient [32]). While

operations on dense datasets often have statically known data dependencies, a sparse

operation’s dependency graph is a function of the input. This leads to parallelism

that is both reduced and harder to extract compared to many dense operations.

Furthermore, the amount of parallelism available can vary over time in hard-to-predict

ways.

Dependencies among tasks in a sparse-oriented algorithm are determined by the

structure of the input data; but the amount of work per task also varies due to the

data’s content. For example, a task’s complexity may depend on the degree of a

graph vertex, or on the number of non-zero elements in a matrix row. Both of these

metrics may be non-uniform [15] in sparse datasets. As was discussed in Chapter 2,

one consequence of variable and unpredictable amounts of work per task is the need

for dynamic load balance to keep as many threads busy as possible — we cannot rely

on a static assignment of work to threads, as many threads may be idle for a large

portion of the program’s execution while plenty of work waits to be done by busy

threads.

Skipping unnecessary work allows sparse algorithms to break dependencies that

would exist in dense datasets, providing new opportunities for parallelism. For ex-

ample, when we apply gaussian elimination to a dense matrix, e.g., to solve a system

of equations, we must complete work on one row before beginning work on another.

In contrast, when solving a system represented by a sparse matrix, many rows may
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Figure 3.2: Variable parallelism over time from three different applications (left) and
from three different inputs for the same application (right).

actually be independent because the elements that would create a dependence are

zero. A key effect of this is that we can’t know how many parallel tasks comprise a

computation and/or what the dependency graph will look like until we analyze the

input. In some cases, such an analysis would be as expensive as the computation

itself. Thus, operations on sparse datasets often result in irregular parallelism: they

have an unpredictable task dependency graph, where both relationships and task

durations are input-determined.

We now demonstrate this via a characterization of our workloads. We measure

the number of tasks available chip-wide at regular time intervals during execution,

including both in-progress tasks and pending tasks in queues, using a simulated 256

core processor. For the datasets we have chosen, the number of available tasks calcu-

lated in this manner is a good estimate of the amount of available parallelism. The

actual length of each such “task” varies across workloads (see Table 3.3), but in our

case it’s between a few thousand and twenty thousand cycles.

The left graph in Figure 3.2 shows the number of tasks available at each point in

time, for a sample workload from each of three applications (reviewed in Table 3.2).

The horizontal and vertical axes are normalized to the maximum value for each work-

load. All three workloads exhibit large variations in the number of tasks available over

time. We can generally describe their behavior as covering three stages of execution:
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(1) A ramp-up, where parallel work is discovered; (2) A steady-state, where either

the available parallelism has been maximized, or the machine is thread-constrained;

And (3) a tail, where parallelism generally decreases over time, though not usually

monotonically. mf and fs show these stages quite clearly, whereas gt exhibits a very

short ramp-up and steady-state, and is dominated by a long tail.

The right graph in Figure 3.2 shows the parallelism profile of mf for three different

inputs. It can be seen that the amount of parallelism varies significantly among these

three inputs, as well as over time for each input. The relationship between the three

stages is also different for each input.

It is a challenge, then, to size a system targeting these kinds of workloads, or

to predict available parallelism before execution to provision the “right” number of

cores. We expect system designers will have to provide a system with as many

cores as is reasonable given a power/area budget, and find reliable methods to utilize

as many cores as available parallelism allows, in a dynamic manner. This means

distributing work efficiently to grow utilization during ramp-up phases; maintaining

high throughput during thread-constrained phases; and releasing resources to right-

size the system during tail phases.

3.2.3 Task Stealing at the Hundred-Core Scale

Irregular parallelism strongly motivates a dynamic runtime for managing and deliv-

ering work to threads. That is, threads should be able to request tasks, and receive

them promptly and with minimal disturbance to other threads. This is usually ac-

complished with a simple task queue abstraction. In practice it involves significant

challenges.

For fine-grain task management on a shared memory multicore system, there is a

rich body of work exploring the dominant paradigm of one queue per worker, with

stealing [17,25] for load-balance. As an example, the state of the art suggests threads

should select targets randomly, steal 1/2 of a queue’s contents each time, and focus

on low overhead for busy threads (by, for example, favoring non-blocking protocols

and letting stealing threads do most of the work).
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Figure 3.3: Time in cycles required for a full steal attempt on a task-stealing runtime,
vs. number of cores. A steal attempt includes searching for and copying from a
target work queue. A “failed” search is one that concludes that all queues are empty.
This benchmark keeps available parallelism per core constant as the number of cores
increases.

There are two main shortcomings when we apply these techniques to irregular

parallelism and hundreds of cores. The first is that single-chip task-stealing has

mostly assumed that available parallelism in user applications is much larger than

the system’s number of cores [17]. Even with relatively few cores, this assumption

can prove optimistic when facing the kind of irregularity we have just discussed. The

second problem is that scaling the number of cores increases stealing costs. This

increase is proportional to the number of queues being searched2, but is also affected

by increased contention, and by increasing relative importance of propagation delay.

Existing, state-of-the-art software solutions [35] are not designed for systems of

this scale. While overhead may remain relatively low during abundance of work,

especially for statically-generated workloads, stealing in particular scales poorly be-

yond a modest number of cores. Stealing is crucial when task abundance fails to

dominate, as well as for dynamically generated workloads in general, depending on

the application’s inherent load balance characteristics.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the problem. It shows the number of cycles an average

steal attempt takes when our rtb load-balance benchmark executes on a state of the

2If the workload is always thread-constrained, searches may be short even with many workers.
But as we have emphasized, this is no longer a safe assumption.
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art task-stealing runtime across various system sizes. Successful and unsuccessful

searches are separated. The microbenchmark in question scales available parallelism

with system size to maintain the odds of successfully stealing as core count increases.

This ensures that increasing core counts does not cause increasing scarcity of work.

While unsuccessful searches will by nature take longer on architectures with hun-

dreds of cores, the cost of a successful steal also increases dramatically with system

size. This can further threaten parallel scalability in a secondary way: with more

cores, it would be beneficial to generate smaller tasks, to expose as much parallelism

as possible; but the higher overhead of stealing may force us to instead increase task

size to achieve better efficiency in terms of stealing effort vs. reward.

We could employ hardware to accelerate task stealing. However, state-of-the-art

proposals in this direction [57,86] have called for relatively expensive and specialized

hardware, which both sacrifices flexibility, and also makes a difficult case for inclusion

in actual systems. Instead we will analyze software-only solutions, which have not

been appropriately explored in prior work. Only after exhausting software improve-

ments will we consider hardware options, and we will do so with specific goals (see

Chapter 4).

Hundreds or thousands of cores exist in today’s large multi-socket and multi-node

systems, forcing researchers to face scale-related costs of task stealing [14, 31, 69, 80];

yet these solutions are not suitable to our use. These systems are commonly inter-

connected in a hierarchical manner, with latencies across sockets and over network

links several orders of magnitude larger than on-chip. These systems often do not

have globally shared memory for task storage; so task descriptions and application

data may need to be explicitly partitioned and moved around the system. Therefore,

though task stealing solutions developed in these systems may address numerous

cores, the situation demands a framework optimized for moving application data be-

tween NUMA tiers and across networks, co-locating tasks and data as needed, and

minimizing traffic across links. Because of their physical characteristics, these systems

are best suited for coarse-grain tasks.

As we can see, there is a lack of existing solutions to handle the confluence of

fine-grain, irregular parallelism with thread-constrained and task-constrained phases,
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on the one hand, and hundred-core chips with increasing communication penalties, on

the other. We need our solution to handle variability in a way that both maximizes

performance of the application, and controls wasteful compute overhead as conditions

allow it.

3.3 Experimental Methodology

3.3.1 Modeled System

Table 3.1: Experiment Settings

64-256 cores, dual-issue in-order x86
Core-private 32 KB 4-way L1-I$, 1 cycleCore
Core-private 32 KB 8-way L1-D$, 1 cycle

Tile
1 core per tile
Per-tile 512 KB 8-way L2$, 16 cycles, inclusive
2MB shared L3$ & directory slice

Inter- 2-D mesh, 1 physical network for coherence messages
connect 2 cycles per hop (1 at router and 1 at link), 64-bit links
Directory MOSI protocol, 20 cycles
Memory 100 cycles
Compiler GCC 4.8.2 -O3 w/ libgomp

We evaluate our task stealing scheme on a modified version of the Graphite PIN-

based simulator [68]. Table 3.1 shows the configuration of the simulated system. We

use simulation to evaluate behavior on future processors with a structure not unlike

that shown in Figure 3.4: A 2D arrangement of hundreds of cores communicating

over a scalable mesh-based on-chip interconnect. We rely on simulation rather than

existing silicon because challenges in efficient dynamic scheduling become more pro-

nounced in designs with hundreds of cores. Other than the number of cores and

interconnect design, the processor configuration is similar to that of a modern many-

core processor, such as Intel’s Knights Corner.

Simulation also allows us to do more detailed profiling, critical for close inspection
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Table 3.2: Applications Tested

App Description Challenges Parallelism

fwdsolver Solve a sparse lower Dependency tracking Dynamic, data dependent,
(fs) triangular system mostly narrow-wide-narrow
maxflow Find maximum flow Mutable graph; variable Dynamic, data dependent,
(mf) through a graph # and length of tasks can be wide, then narrow
gtfold Compute shape of Variable task duration, Dynamic, widest at start
(gt) RNA decreasing parallelism linear narrowing
hashbuild Hash table load balance given Static, mostly wide
(hb) creation locality-optimized tasks
hashjoin Join tables load balance of Static, mostly wide
(hj) with hashing many short tasks

CPU
L1

L2

Dir

Network

Shared L3

SB

Figure 3.4: The general structure of our simulated many-core architecture is a 2D
mesh of identical tiles, each containing one core, private caches, and a shared slice of
LLC with corresponding directory.

of the transient behavior of fine-grain dynamic scheduling; this is difficult to accom-

plish in real hardware without significant interference. To this end, we augment the

simulator with instrumentation capabilities including (a) per-thread, fine-grain track-

ing of cycles spent in various parts of the task management code; and (b) periodic

logging of runtime status, including queue sizes and thread states.

3.3.2 Applications

We evaluate using three graph- and sparse-data applications with varying load im-

balance and dynamic task generation profiles (mf, fs, and gt), two “embarrassingly
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Table 3.3: Datasets Used

App Name Descr.
# tasks Peak Cycles /

Par. Task

fs thin 5-pt 1002 Lap. 10k 30 1k
med 27-pt 403 Lap. 64k 125 2.8k
wide 27-pt 483 Lap. 110k 156 2.8k

mf thin 32x16 graph 18k 98 1.6k
med 64x32 graph 130k 400 1.4k
wide 64x48 graph 203k 2.1k 1.2k

gt thin 133 bases 8.4k 62 12k
med 250 bases 30k 130 17k
wide 300 bases 33k 152 16k

hb 20k rows 20k 20k 8k
hj 40k rows 40k 40k 4k

parallel” applications with statically generated tasks (hb and hj), and a dynamic load

imbalance microbenchmark. Our irregular applications represent real-world problems,

and show interesting data-dependent variability. For a detailed discussion of what

these applications do, please refer back to Section 2.3.1. As a brief reminder, they

are listed in Table 3.2.

Table 3.3 summarizes the inputs chosen for each application. For each dynamic

application, we use three datasets that result in very different task graphs. Though

primarily interested in the “med” and “wide” inputs, which explore more interest-

ing and real-world likely relationships between available parallelism and system core

count, we choose some “thin” datasets as well.

3.4 Design Exploration

3.4.1 Baseline Runtime

Our baseline runtime makes use of current best practices for software task-stealing

on multicore chips, as detailed in Chapter 2. It uses circular-buffer-based deques,

one per thread, where owner enqueues and dequeues, as well as remote steals, are

implemented using a Chase-Lev [24] style non-blocking protocol. In this protocol,
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threads synchronize through atomic updates to the deques’ head and tail pointers, in

a way that reduces owner thread overheads, and minimizes synchronization with thief

threads except when necessary. Workers finding their queue empty pick a random

queue and attempt to steal half of its contents [35]; if this queue is also empty, the

worker picks the next queue and repeats, continuing until work is found or all threads

are finished.

Figure 3.3 showed that the time required for a single steal attempt increases

along with the size of the system, even when we resize the workload along with

the system, to maintain available parallelism per core. One effect contributing to

this poor scaling is the increasing average latency between tiles; this slows down

coherence transactions, which are frequent during steal searches. Increased numbers

of both threads and queues are another factor, causing more steps on average per steal

search, and increased contention on each transaction. Further observations using the

microbenchmark in question show that even when tasks are generated in a well-

balanced manner, ideal scaling is elusive; each thread requires at least one “failed”

steal search to conclude execution, plus even a well-balanced workload will result in

a certain number of legitimate steals, by the nature of dynamic scheduling.

Even if we could maintain high levels of parallelism in our workloads as we scale up

our systems (and, per Section 2.3.2, this is unlikely), it is clear that the performance

of task stealing suffers.

Figure 3.5 shows the execution time of our dynamic applications, with the mid-

size dataset, on systems with 64, 128, and 256 cores, using the baseline runtime. We

break down execution time into components based on profiling from our simulator:

active represents time spent executing tasks; enq, enqueuing; deq, dequeueing;

steal, stealing (both searching and copying); mgmt, runtime management; and

wait, idling due to a thread’s perceived lack of work. Each bar shows the average

breakdown across all threads in the system.

While the time spent doing useful work scales well with larger number of cores,

the time spent stealing grows dramatically, making 256 core runs slower than 64 cores

in all cases. From this graph it seems, for a scalable runtime, we must first address

stealing time.
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Figure 3.5: Execution time for dynamic applications with the “med” datasets on the
baseline runtime. For each workload, we show 64, 128, and 256 core samples.

3.4.2 Policies to Address Stealing Time

At 128 threads, stealing, including both the search for a victim queue and the act

of obtaining tasks from it, is the largest portion of runtime overhead in our dynamic

applications. It comprises on average 43% of execution time with the medium in-

puts. On our microbenchmark, stealing accounts for fully 2/3 of the average thread’s

execution time in the 8x unbalanced case.

To explore cheaper stealing, we implement and compare alternative work-discovery

policies:

A. Persistent stealing, the baseline policy, where worker threads continuously scan

all queues as long as they are in need of work. This does not explicitly interfere

with active workers, but potentially creates extra contention for their queues. It

is also wasteful, especially if we expect to be task-constrained for any significant

time.

B. Notify one, where after a first full round of searching, idle threads wait. Active

threads must then find and wake an idle thread upon new task creation. The

hope is to reduce search time and resource contention, and match the system
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size to the workload more efficiently. However, it has the drawback of breaking

the “work-first” principle, by explicitly distracting active workers.

C. Notify all, where a work-generating thread notifies all waiting threads at once,

with zero search, by setting a single global flag. This provides a way for threads

to idle and be summoned back to work, while potentially reducing the distrac-

tion of worker threads.

Figure 3.6: Comparison of work discovery policies in the baseline task-stealing run-
time. Three variants tested on three dynamic applications at 128 cores.

Both of our alternative work discovery policies incorporate work sharing, the idea

of having task producers “push” tasks to idle workers. However, they still include

work stealing, since workers perform one full steal attempt before giving up. We did

not study a pure work sharing approach because that has been shown to consistently

underperform versus work stealing [17], except under specific circumstances [6, 34]

which do not apply to our work.

Figure 3.6 shows that option A, the pure work stealing approach, is the best for

two reasons. First, on a system of this scale, a single round of search through the

task queues is very time consuming, and all of the policies include this first pass. Idle

threads take a long time to arrive at the point where they must decide whether to try
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again, or wait for pushed tasks. Thus, this decision has little effect on total time spent

stealing. Second, having work-creating threads locate idle threads and push work to

them suffers from scale problems similar to stealing search, reflected in increased enq

times. Option B then makes the situation worse by placing this overhead on active

threads. Option C increases enqueue times less dramatically, by avoiding a search for

idle threads, but does not reduce the global time spent stealing.

We analyzed other ideas for locating idle threads while avoiding a search penalty.

These relied on having idle threads organize themselves into a prioritized order for

notification, such as a stack or queue. These versions performed no better, suffer-

ing from the same issues as the above, plus additional contention over shared data

structures.

One lesson from this experiment is that any slowdown of active workers is a

significant penalty, even if this interruption is relatively brief and search-free. This

is especially important because a common case in dynamic task management is for

a thread to enqueue a task and almost immediately dequeue it. Forcing it to do

anything in the interim can carry a large performance penalty.

Another lesson is that, at 128 cores, even a single search through all queues can

be too long for any fall-back strategies to make a difference. We need to have threads

collaborate on work discovery in the first place — currently, threads duplicate each

other’s searches, wasting time and power, and increase contention for queues. We

look at such a collaborative approach next.

3.4.3 Hierarchical Collaboration for Faster Stealing

We now group threads together, to reduce redundancy in work discovery. At regular

intervals, one thread per group (preferentially an idle one), surveys the state of the

group’s queues, and records it in a cache-line-sized structure. This is effective in

reducing the communication cost during work discovery, but only by a constant factor.

Therefore, we create a hierarchy of such information-sharing groups; the result is

a tree structure (Figure 3.7). At each level, a “volunteer” thread periodically updates

the status. The metadata in these status nodes is then used as hints to accelerate
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Figure 3.7: Hierarchical structure for gathering task & thread state. Each node fits
in one cache line and is periodically refreshed by a member of the group.

work discovery. In particular, a worker who finds his queue empty can query the tree

for work to steal. It starts at its own leaf, traverses upwards until it finds pending

work, and then back down to the queue that contains it. This search resembles a

DFS traversal, with a time complexity of O(logN) steps rather than the baseline’s

O(N).

Communicating about tasks through hierarchical means is an idea that has been

explored in hardware-assisted proposals such as Carbon [57] and ADM [86], as well

as various works targeted at cluster systems. Our difference is that this is a software-

only solution, and that we use it in a single-chip system with a flat cache hierarchy,

instead of responding to NUMA/NUCA boundaries or bottlenecks.

This scheme has two main drawbacks. The first is that we incur overhead for

periodic maintenance of the status nodes. We mitigate this by (1) preferentially

choosing idle threads to perform maintenance, and (2) reducing the frequency of

updates when all threads in a group are busy, since in thread-constrained operation,

status information is less frequently needed. The second drawback is that we must

now manage trade-offs regarding the frequency of updates to status information. The

impact of staleness on stealing results varies across applications, inputs, and even

runs of the same workload.
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Figure 3.8: Total cycles spent in runtime stealing activities for each workload. The
baseline runtime is on the left of each pair, and the pair is normalized to it; the right
is the new runtime. Bars also show the portion of that time that resulted in no work
being located. Data from 128 cores.

Figure 3.8 shows total time spent stealing, using the new approach, compared to

the baseline. Across our dynamic applications, at 128 threads, the new design reduces

the time for a successful steal by 13x. During task-constrained operation, the time it

takes a thread to conclude there are no more tasks is also reduced by 12x.

With the system tuned to achieve this level of performance, status-node mainte-

nance overhead is 2.4% of the average thread’s total time. As the majority of this

overhead is incurred by otherwise idle threads, actual performance loss is even smaller.

3.4.4 Dealing With Narrow Parallelism Sections

The degree to which improved stealing results in either application speedup or im-

proved energy efficiency may vary depending on the balance between thread-constrained
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and task-constrained operation, among other factors. During thread-constrained ex-

ecution, stealing in general is both less frequent and less difficult, such that our

advantage from its improvement is diminished. However, it’s still possible to see

improved overall throughput when work is abundant but poorly balanced.

During narrower, task-constrained parallelism, our potential advantage is twofold:

First, reducing the time required to discover when no work remains during narrow

periods can lower effective system utilization, translating into energy. More impor-

tantly, faster stealing may directly speed up the application’s critical path by reducing

the time that new tasks spend waiting in queues to be executed. Tasks waiting in

queues while threads are available to execute them are wasted opportunities. To the

extent that such a task is on the application’s critical path, it is relevant to overall

speedup. The runtime’s challenge is to minimize this latency between task creation

and discovery, without penalizing the throughput of active threads nor giving up

possible improvements in energy efficiency.

Our runtime’s new tree structure can help accomplish prompt discovery during

task-constrained phases. But because it gathers the state of worker threads as well as

that of tasks, it can also be used to efficiently inform waiting threads of new work. As

information about thread and queue state flows up the tree, in the form of updates to

groups, and groups-of-groups, information about current best steal targets flows down

to child groups or idle threads during group updates. The task of suggesting steal

targets to idle threads can even become a simple part of status-node maintenance.

To achieve prompt work discovery, without unduly penalizing execution in other

ways, we compared the following policy variations of waiting and notification:

A. Continuous stealing : Similar to a classic flat runtime: idle threads repeatedly

search the tree for work until they find it or execution ends. This does not

allow for right-sizing the system’s utilization, but it is the simplest method and

might result in new work being found promptly.

B. Semi-continuous stealing : Given that status nodes are refreshed only at certain

intervals, we can reduce cache traffic,at the risk of some performance, if threads

that fail to find work wait a short time before searching again.
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C. Notify on node refresh: Given that a thread from each group already takes the

time to update the status node, and that it is preferentially an idle thread, can

we make work-sharing part of this update, issuing suggested steal targets to

waiting threads? This amortizes the overhead to active threads which is one

of the drawbacks of work-sharing, and allows idle threads to remain dormant

if no new tasks exist. However, depending on the interval between status node

updates, this might not notify threads about new work as promptly as direct

work-sharing.

D. Notify on task creation: Finally, we lean fully on the work-sharing model, allowing

active threads to use the tree to quickly find idle threads to suggest new tasks

to. This incurs active-thread overhead, but may be the most “prompt” way to

get new work to idle threads.

Figure 3.9: Hierarchical runtime, comparing different variations of stealing, waiting,
and notification behavior. A: continuous stealing, B: semi-continuous stealing, C:
notify on node refresh, and D: notify on task creation.

As shown in Figure 3.9, in the dynamic applications (mf, fs, and gt), notify
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on node refresh (C) leads to the best overall performance, by actively matching new

tasks to idle threads within a bounded interval from the task’s creation. It also avoids

burdening busy threads with this job. Digging further into the results shows that in

A and B, continuous searching fails to find new tasks with consistent promptness,

increases the average duration of steal searches, and fails to release unneeded cores

during narrow times.

In gt specifically, notify on task creation (D) has a slight edge over notify on node

refresh (C). In this case, the improvement to stealing efficiency (threads receiving

new task info much faster, for less time wasted) is significant enough to overcome the

overhead of direct work-sharing. This difference in behavior is due to the relatively

long duration of tasks (about 18K cycles compared to less than 3K for the other ap-

plications), which increases the delay penalty of more indirect work-sharing methods,

and decreases the harm from short runtime interruptions.

It is an inherent feature of applications and datasets in this space that many of

the system’s cores may not be utilized throughout the full execution. Though we have

achieved much faster steal operations, and explored the promptness, from the task’s

point of view of task discovery in this section, a significant portion of our worker

threads will still have long periods during which their help is not required. Having

now found strategies to reveal these previously waster idle times, we will touch on

ideas for leveraging the freed resources in Section 3.5.3.

3.4.5 Leveraging Hierarchical Centralized State

The Chase-Lev protocol used in our runtime relies on synchronization through atomic

updates to deque head and tail pointers. As such, stealing operations present more

design choices than lock-based synchronization schemes: Once a thief thread decides

how many tasks to take from a victim queue, it must also decide on the number and

granularity of atomic queue operations to achieve it. It is especially relevant during

thread-constrained situations, where we must minimize overall runtime overhead: if

threads grab more tasks at once, stealing is more efficient, and locality among tasks

is better-preserved; but the risk of a specific operation failing due to competition is
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also increased. Fine-granularity steals, conversely, are faster per-operation and have

better success probability, which makes them desirable in task-constrained situations;

but they are inefficient for stealing large numbers of tasks.

As we adjust stealing granularity, we also increase selectivity towards victim

queues: threads will refuse to steal from queues that appear to have less than twice

the per-transaction number of tasks. When tasks are abundant, this selectivity can

increase overall efficiency.

Figure 3.10: Dependence of stealing portion of running time on granularity of steal
transactions, for a thread-constrained workload, comparing fixed settings to an adap-
tive policy that adjusts granularity in response to estimated available parallelism.
Data from hj at 128 cores, normalized to best case.

Experimental data in Figure 3.10, obtained using a thread-constrained workload

on 128 cores, shows that stealing transaction granularity is a tuning factor of con-

sequence. It also illustrates how we can leverage the tree of status nodes to make

global decisions based on the accumulated state of queues chip-wide. Not only does

this allow us to arrive at a good setting with no hand-tuning; it also allows policies

to adapt as conditions change over time, possibly yielding better results than any

individual fixed policy.

Another tunable parameter in our runtime is the interval between status node
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updates. Too short an interval increases runtime overhead, possibly slowing down

execution (especially in thread-constrained situations). Too long an interval reduces

overhead, but may make the gathered information less accurate and hence less valu-

able, reducing our speedup in task-constrained situations.

Figure 3.11: Dependence of execution time on status node refresh interval, showing
trade-off between actual utilized cycles (non-idle), and total running time. Time
spent stealing also decreases with larger interval. Data from 128 core execution of a
task-constrained workload.

Figure 3.11 shows one example of the consequences of varying this interval. For

this task constrained scenario, overall running time is strongly dependent on the

refresh interval, reflecting our concerns about prompt task discovery. However, though

execution takes longer, overall system utilization (e.g., non-idle core cycles) is reduced

with longer intervals. Profiting from this type of efficiency would require a careful

strategy regarding energy management or multi-processing.

We mentioned earlier that there is a dynamic aspect to our system’s implemen-

tation of meta-data update intervals. When there is no idle thread in a group to

carry out management duties, update intervals are increased. This lowers overhead
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Figure 3.12: Overall running time comparison on 128 cores for all applications and
datasets. In each pair, the left bar is the baseline. Bars are divided to show the
portion of execution spent in each activity.

in thread-constrained conditions, when all threads are busy and stealing is less fre-

quent. The availability of global-scope information in the “root” node holds promise

for further smart policies. For example, a system could tune said update intervals in

response to some “degree of novelty” metric based on recent update results. Exploring

such possibilities is left for future work.

3.5 Overall Results

We now compare the overall performance and scalability of our new runtime to the

baseline. We also briefly discuss idle core times during narrow parallelism periods.

3.5.1 Performance

Figure 3.12 compares overall running time on 128 cores. Target applications using

our new design outperform those using the baseline by as much as 30%, with an
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average of 15% over our target datasets, and are still ahead by 8% when includ-

ing control datasets where available parallelism is less of a factor. This speedup is

achieved without changes to the application’s code beyond the runtime layer, and in

spite of the runtime only representing a fraction of the original execution time even

with the baseline design. This speedup results from an order-of-magnitude reduction

in task search latencies; improved system throughput during load-imbalanced condi-

tions; more efficient granularity in stealing interactions; and lower queue contention.

A striking result, visible in Figure 3.12 as a relative increase in “wait” time, is

highlighted more clearly in Figure 3.13. Total system utilization, measured as the

portion of “busy” cycles during execution, has been reduced to only 71% of the base-

line, with some workloads showing much larger advantage. Reduced core utilization

reflects improved runtime efficiency enabling the release of unneeded cores during

task-constrained conditions, while other cores remain busy. Put another way, reduc-

tions in runtime overhead do not necessarily improve overall performance: sometimes

tasks we help locate are not blocking the critical path; sometimes we help threads

quickly conclude that no work is currently available.

thin  wide  med thin  wide  med thin  wide  med hj    hb

Figure 3.13: Overall portion of core cycles utilized by the hierarchical runtime on
128 cores, normalized to the baseline’s utilization (in the baseline, all cores are 100%
busy).
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As we will later discuss, this right-sizing of active threads is a significant ad-

vantage, one the baseline runtime is incapable of. By releasing execution resources,

improved utilization can be leveraged for power savings, or it can be re-purposed

for opportunistic execution of other programs. Section 3.5.3 discusses these oppor-

tunities. It is important to note that improvements to speedup and utilization do

not necessarily correlate for the same applications, nor are they necessarily accrued

during the same stages of execution.

With our static applications, hj and hb, where all tasks are known at the start,

the new runtime’s performance is very similar to the baseline, whose inefficiency in

this case is very slim. These applications prove that our new runtime manages its

added complexity to maintain low overhead on active threads, and that it can even

squeeze some advantage due to more efficient stealing during periods of abundance.

3.5.2 Scaling

Table 3.4: Microbenchmark Weak Scaling (16 to 256 Cores) Slowdown Comparison

Benchmark Baseline Improved
variant ratio ratio

Unbalanced 4.9 1.6
Task-constrained 3.5 2.3
Balanced 2.2 2.2

Scaling the performance of irregular parallelism applications into the hundreds of

cores faces two key challenges. First, the cost of synchronization and communication

increases due to the physically larger system. Second, the changing relationship

between available parallelism and core count makes locating work harder.

Our software runtime mainly addresses the second problem. By turning a linear

relationship between search steps and system size into a logarithmic one, it improves

the scaling of runtime overhead. However, it also reduces the system’s vulnerability

to the first problem, physical delays, by reducing the number of queue interactions

and their contention delay. Table 3.4 shows the relative increase in execution time of

a load-balance microbenchmark when going from 16 to 256 cores. Ideal scaling for
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this workload would be flat, as tasks per core are kept constant; clearly the baseline

runtime is far from ideal. Our new hierarchical runtime provides improved scalability,

especially during higher-imbalance and task-constrained situations.

Table 3.5: Application Speedup for 128 vs 64 Cores

Application Baseline Improved
ratio ratio

mf 0.92 1.33
fs 1.12 1.28
gt 1.10 1.16

Table 3.5 shows the speedup achieved by moving from 64 to 128 cores, for each

of the main irregular applications, on both runtimes. In each case our new runtime

scales better than the baseline.

3.5.3 Idle Time and Energy Opportunities

Workloads with unpredictably varying parallelism will sometimes result in signifi-

cantly less available work than cores, especially on large systems. For efficiency rea-

sons, the runtime may wish to right-size the system, matching the number of active

cores to available parallelism, and releasing or powering down the rest. Dynamically

surrendering unnecessary resources is not a new idea. Operating System schedulers

do this, for example; though at a much coarser granularity.

Our runtime improves the ability of the system to be right-sized. The baseline’s

performance relies on idle threads continuously searching for work, and improving

this through “pushing” techniques proved unsuccessful. In contrast, the hierarchical

runtime can put workers into an idle state when they have nothing to do.

Figure 3.13 showed that the hierarchical runtime keeps workers busy, performing

work or searching for it, only 71% as many cycles as the baseline. Some of this

reduction is from faster overall execution, but much of it is from allowing some cores

to idle while others continue. In practical terms, these idle times exist in between

when a thread fails to find work, and when it is told about the possibility of new

work. Figure 3.14 shows a sample distribution of the duration of such idle periods
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for an average thread during a mf execution. In this case most idle periods last more

than 4K cycles, and the overall average is over 11K cycles. Even on current-day

architectures, many of these idle periods would provide sufficient time for short-term

sleep states. Ongoing research into fine-grain power management also promises to

leverage even shorter idle periods [65, 81,88] in the future.

Many idle periods occurring on the same thread are separated merely by fast, un-

successful steal attempts, as idle threads often compete with each other or with queue

owners for new tasks. There is therefore the possibility, through further experiments,

of lengthening the average idle period to allow for deeper sleep states or more efficient

time sharing.

Figure 3.14: Distribution of the duration of core idle periods for threads in mf, using
the “thin” input, on 128 cores.

3.6 Conclusion

We have explored the interaction of future hundred-core processors with the increas-

ingly important domain of irregular applications, such as those that operate on graphs

and sparse datasets. We have discussed how, though these applications do often make

use of all available cores during at least part of their execution, there can be large
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fractions of time where work is insufficient. For full system utilization a dynamic

runtime used in these scenarios must, therefore, operate efficiently during both abun-

dance and scarcity of tasks. This is challenging since the principles of a good runtime

in each scenario are at odds: When work is abundant, we desire low overhead to

active threads, and infrequent, high efficiency stealing. When work is scarce, we want

a smarter runtime that quickly locates new work with low stealing latency, and one

that allows for right-sizing of the thread pool to match narrow workload periods.

The hierarchical meta-data structure of our runtime allows for sophisticated steal-

ing policies and creates a global view of the system, without resorting to multi-level

queues, increasing overheads on active threads, or relying on custom hardware. The

runtime is able to adapt as conditions change: it keeps overheads low when work

is abundant, matching the performance of a state-of-the-art baseline on embarrass-

ingly parallel applications. It also improves task-stealing latency as work becomes

scarce, resulting in both execution speedup and reduced system utilization for irreg-

ular applications. The runtime’s view of global state presents further opportunities

for dynamic adaptation.

Despite our improvements, runtime overhead remains a significant portion of ex-

ecution time for some of our applications. The next question is, what can we do to

advance further?

Profiling shows that a majority of the overhead in both task stealing and runtime

maintenance comes from on-chip cache-coherence delays on runtime meta-data. In

this chapter we have mainly sought to reduce the number of such cache requests; the

latency of each such request is our next target, explored in Chapter 4. Though we

cannot fundamentally reduce on-chip electrical distances, observation of cache level

communication patterns resulting from shared access to memory reveals opportunities

to improve latency through architectural proposals. There are many constraints on

what we can do; but if we succeed, we will be helping not just our task-stealing case,

but rather a much wider scope of synchronization and communication patterns which

result in similar behavior at the cache-coherence level.



Chapter 4

Accelerated Data Sharing With

Atomic Ops for Many-Core Chips

4.1 Introduction

The relatively small core counts on currently popular chips, combined with the abun-

dance of regular parallelism, have prevented communication latencies from being a

dominant performance problem on multi-core chips. As chips scale towards hundreds

of cores [21], however, the relative time and energy cost of communication is certain

to become a significant factor [19].

One common example of such regular parallelism, with predictable memory access

patterns, high data locality, and the ability to be partitioned in coarse grain, is dense

matrix multiplication [40]. However, as Chapter 3 has illustrated, several emerging

application domains exhibit different, irregular parallelism, making them more vul-

nerable to the aforementioned communication costs. Graph processing is one such

domain [36,46,47,74]; sparse data is another [32,61,84]. In both cases, the amount of

parallelism depends on the data being processed, and performance depends strongly

on communication [77].

Ongoing trends in chip architecture promise to make this situation more diffi-

cult. Silicon process scaling affects transistors and delay lines differently, altering

the balance between compute and communication latencies. Larger numbers of cores

63
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per chip increase network complexity and resource contention. Increased availability

of accelerators and SIMD units may also exhaust regular parallelism, increasing the

importance of irregular workloads for general-purpose CPU performance [13].

On most multi-core chips, when threads need to communicate with one another,

they do so through shared access to memory, made coherent by an on-chip cache

system. In most popular architectures, this model prioritizes safety and convenience,

using directory- or snooping-based protocols of varying complexity. However, these

protocols result in significant inefficiency in the presence of frequent sharing due to

latency and increased traffic.

In regular parallelism, prefetching or multi-threading can reduce these penalties.

However, irregular applications have a harder time making use of such techniques.

Unpredictable access patterns foil prediction hardware, and variations in available

parallelism make it difficult to hide access latencies by generating enough threads to

occupy hundreds of cores. Hence, irregular parallel applications remain sensitive to

communication latency.

We have a specific example of the communication needs of irregular-workloads in

the task-stealing runtime developed in Chapter 3. The runtime reduces inefficient

activity and makes better use of gathered knowledge about the state of task queues

and threads. However, as we will quantify early in this chapter, its own performance

and efficiency depend on communication latency, as it manages tasks and maintains

meta-data through shared memory.

Using this runtime as a driving example, along with a few benchmarks, this chapter

presents communication-oriented enhancements to the cache hierarchy of a many-core

chip. The goal is to enable memory-based data sharing and synchronization which

result in direct and efficient traffic patterns at the cache level. A second goal is to

maintain flexibility by avoiding reliance on hardware implementations of high-level

features or full synchronization primitives.

We present instruction set (ISA) hints which provide an interface to the aforemen-

tioned hardware enhancements. Using published work [78] as a starting point, we are

able to address a significant set of communication and synchronization patterns with

only small changes to the code. At a first level, ISA hints trigger direct access to data
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in both private and shared remote caches. We then present two different approaches

to speedy and efficient concurrent atomic operations, as this is important, for ex-

ample, in synchronization primitives. Our proposals dramatically accelerate specific

sharing patterns based on interleaved atomic updates by enabling a small subset of

atomic operations to be performed at the shared LLC, and they do so while remaining

fully integrated with existing cache coherence.

We show that relatively small changes to the chip’s cache controllers are sufficient

to enable these features, by implementing hardware support on a simulated 128-core

system. We then demonstrate how these new techniques can be used to accelerate

several portions of the task-stealing runtime we have developed. We measure the

runtime’s performance with multiple irregular applications, and with a set of syn-

chronization benchmarks.

Multi-fold speedups to our benchmarks showcase the potential benefits of de-

creased access latency, and increased efficiency. In our irregular applications, simply

using the accelerated version of the runtime improves overall execution speed by as

much as 18% relative to the end of the prior Chapter. Cache system energy use is

also significantly reduced.

Contrary to prior work, our features improve performance and efficiency without

demanding significant code rewrites, forcing new system architectures, or abandoning

familiar memory models.

4.2 Background

Our sample many-core architecture contains 128 cores in a tiled arrangement, with

a general structure as earlier illustrated in Figure 3.4. Each tile contains a general-

purpose CPU core, private caches, a slice of a shared global LLC with matching

directory, and an interface to the on-chip network, which in our case is a 2D mesh.

This architecture resembles available chips such as those in Intel’s Many Integrated

Core series [90], but is sufficiently generic for solutions to be portable to different

network topologies and deeper cache hierarchies.

Sparse and graph-based dataset processing are two domains where we often find
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Figure 4.1: Modeling hypothetical zero-latency coherence among local caches reveals
the portion of the task-stealing runtime’s overhead attributable to coherence activity
on each data structure. The bottom portion is that not related to coherence delays.
Data from our three main irregular applications on a 128 core system.

irregular parallelism. As discussed in depth in Chapter 3, irregular parallelism cannot

be efficiently handled with common static scheduling methods. Significant effort is

invested into the search for more regular algorithms, with some success [12, 48, 67].

However, this is a time-consuming and uncertain process; it cannot be relied on to

eliminate communication issues in general. Instead, irregular parallelism frequently

requires a dynamic runtime to handle evolving and unpredictable parallel work in a

load-balanced manner.1

Examining dynamic runtimes of this type, such as the one developed in Chapter 3,

we encounter shared memory being used for communication in several situations,

including synchronization and shared access to data. The resulting coherence traffic

in the cache system of a chip like ours is expensive enough to significantly affect

performance and efficiency. A preliminary study simulating zero tile-to-tile coherence

latency, summarized in Figure 4.1, reveals that coherence delays on a few specific data

structures account for more than 50% of the optimized runtime’s remaining overhead.

This overhead is not due to software inefficiency; in Chapter 3 we already reduced

the number of memory requests issued by the runtime, and improved the benefit

1At this scale, even some cases of regular parallelism may need such a runtime to achieve consistent
scalability [57].
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Figure 4.2: Cache coherence traffic when two cores interleave writes to (or atomic
operations on) shared data, under baseline on-die coherence. Each request endures
four network delays, as the line is always found in someone else’s private cache.

derived from each request. What we must now do is achieve faster communication

among threads, by improving the manner in which the hardware handles relevant

cache requests.

The implementation of cache systems relies on assumptions about data locality

which have proven very useful for single-thread applications in general, as well as for

many workloads where multiple threads share a dataset. However, data used primarily

to synchronize or communicate among threads often defies the basic assumption. As a

result, relevant cache blocks often suffer ping-ponging, where a private cache will insert

a block, only to have it invalidated before reuse. Threads then suffer longer-than-

necessary latency penalties, as cache lines are often found to have been invalidated,

and must be located, fetched and re-inserted (See Figure 4.2).

This is one inefficiency we must eliminate, as it has a significant effect on latency.

Secondary effects are increased network congestion and energy consumption.

One of our stated goals is to avoid sacrificing a user-friendly coherence and consis-

tency model. Much relevant work has explored this boundary between performance,

ease of use, and hardware complexity in relation to cache coherence.

Many proposals optimize cache insertion and eviction through locality analysis.

However, they often focus on single-core locality, or suffer significant profiling over-

heads [58,72] in storage, compute, and reaction time.

GPUs have generally offered non-existent or manual coherence. In this domain,
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lack of coherence was an early performance decision, since coherence penalties would

be large in GPUs due to the volumes of data involved. Offering coherence only when

requested could possibly facilitate some of the performance opportunities we seek.

However, it would increase programming complexity and create correctness risks,

which we wish to avoid. Recent work in the GPU space seeks a middle ground [50,75],

improving programmer friendliness as part of the move towards practical heteroge-

neous architectures. However, the usage model is still quite different from the norm

for general-purpose systems.

Some proposals implement coherence as a layer on distributed systems. They

seek the improved usability of coherence with low hardware complexity and minimal

network traffic [44, 83]. The result of these compromises can include coarse tracking

granularity, poor flexibility, and relaxation of consistency guarantees, making pro-

gramming more difficult.

Relaxing consistency guarantees, in fact, is another trend in architecture [83]. So-

called SC-for-DRF (Sequential Consistency for data-race-free parallelism) models, for

example, renounce ordering guarantees on all memory operations except for atomic

requests and fences. This relaxation broadens possibilities for performance enhance-

ment. The supporting argument is that, in “properly” written code, only a small set

of synchronization-related data should rely on ordering guarantees. However, as our

intention is to maintain compatibility with existing code, avoiding significant rewrites,

as well as maintaining accessibility, this trade-off is not one we are willing to make.

Beyond the level of tweaking coherence protocols or consistency models, research

has more directly explored solutions to the latency of on-chip synchronization and

communication. Many proposals invest significant hardware in implementing high-

level constructs such as hardware locks [93] or task queueing systems [49, 57]. The

resulting performance is good, but it comes at the expense of narrow scope, sacrific-

ing flexibility and limiting the return on hardware investment. A number of other

proposals require adopting a very different compute model. Examples of this include

stream computing [28,39] and message-passing [96]. Some of these are relatively flex-

ible in their scope of application; however the effort to understand the model and

write appropriate new code increases the barrier to entry and reduces the probability
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of adoption. Many solutions reliant on hardware acceleration can also suffer from

practical challenges at implementation time such as OS-level resource sharing and

safe context switching. These often require fall-back methods [23], which make the

final solution relatively complex.

In compute clusters with distributed memory models, network latencies have al-

ready brought analogous communication cost issues to the fore. Some measures that

have been researched under these conditions include direct modification of remote

nodes’ memory without the owner’s participation [51], and the crafting of distributed

synchronization primitives [52, 71] based on that capability. Many of these solutions

have relied on the existence of a secondary processor (usually the network adapter)

at each node, with DMA access to the local memory.

Further enhancing such network chips or memory controllers with more complex

data processing hardware has also netted performance gains on HPC systems. Two

examples are combining networks and processing in memory [8, 37]. Application of

these cluster results to fine-grain, on-chip synchronization is made difficult, how-

ever, by orders-of-magnitude differences in computation vs. communication ratios.

Furthermore, solutions driven by parallel throughput needs are not appropriate for

low-latency synchronization, even if differences in scale could be overlooked.

Neither current hardware nor ongoing research, then, addresses our needs in ways

that ensure (a) general applicability to a broad set of problems, instead of specific

hardware for specific primitives; (b) high practicality from both hardware and soft-

ware implementation perspectives; and (c) compatibility with existing systems and

codes, avoiding complete rewrites or redesigns, and maintaining a low barrier to entry.

4.3 Architectural Features for Accelerated Fine-

Grain Data Sharing

We will start this section with a review of our design goals. Then we will present the

proposed ISA, and afterwards describe our architectural proposals.

We start with direct reads and writes to data residing in non-local caches. First,
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we draw from the ULPS work of Park et al. [78]. By enabling producer threads

to write directly into the private caches of known consumers (known either to the

producer or to the directory), coherence traffic and access latencies can be reduced

through avoidance of unnecessary insertions and evictions. As we will later show, this

is done without giving up full cache coherence, or introducing a separate programming

model.

To target all relevant communication patterns, it is necessary to add complemen-

tary hardware support in multiple directions. First, to address producer-consumer

patterns where consumers are unknown or varying, we provide direct reads and writes

to shared-cache locations. On our sample architecture this means interacting directly

with the LLC+directory slices. On other chips, shared intermediate caches could be

targeted the same way. One example of its usefulness is in task-stealing runtimes: A

thread may update certain meta-data with knowledge that it will be used by someone

else, without knowing who that someone else will be.

Another need we must fill, if we aim to accelerate synchronization, is to improve

the efficiency of interleaved atomic operations on shared data. Atomic operations are

essential for many synchronization patterns and primitives; however, when used in

this way, their locality is at odds with assumptions that make local caching worth-

while. Improving on this situation requires distinct mechanisms from those used for

remote cache access. We present two methods, with different benefits and hardware

requirements.

4.3.1 Design Goals

Our overall goal is to improve the performance of applications that have significant

dependence on communication through shared memory.

To improve on prior work, especially hardware proposals specific to dynamic task-

stealing [49,57,86], or to locking [23,52,93], we want our investments in extra hardware

to be suitable for a relatively wide range of uses. This is both to minimize the loss

of flexibility that accompanies more targeted solutions, and to broaden the solution’s
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appeal for inclusion in general-purpose architectures. This is why we target funda-

mental sharing patterns in memory: These are as relevant to basic primitives such as

barriers and locks, as to our Chase-Lev [24] queue-based dynamic runtime.

Given the popularity of the cache coherent shared-memory model (in both soft-

ware and hardware communities), we limit ourselves to techniques that avoid signif-

icant changes to, or abandonment of that model. We shall also minimize required

software changes. Much has been written about how difficult parallel programming

is in practice; we wish neither to propose a new programming model, (e.g., stream

computing [39]) nor to significantly alter the existing one. We consider compatibil-

ity with existing mainstream programming models an important goal for providing

added value to a given architecture’s software/hardware ecosystem.

Finally, the solutions we propose should be practical to implement in real-world

settings. This includes being robust during context switching & multi-processing;

not creating interruption or fairness issues at the core level; and minimizing the

architectural state needing to be saved and restored.

4.3.2 ISA & Usage Model

Achieving our goals of compatibility, generality, and practicality partially depends

on how the new hardware capabilities are presented in the ISA, and how they are

leveraged. Here we describe these aspects.

All of the mechanisms presented here are implemented as extensions to the ISA.

Not as new instructions, but as optional variants of existing instructions, where a

hint can express placement preference. A programmer or compiler substitutes these

hint-bearing instructions in lieu of their classic variants anywhere that a suitable com-

munication pattern is anticipated. The hints indicate when loads and stores should

target a private cache, or all current sharers, or access a given line from its tile of

shared LLC. On atomic operations, the hint simply indicates whether performing the

operation at the shared cache tile, rather than in the conventional way, is preferred.

Table 4.1 summarizes this usage model.

No specific hardware implementation is mandated by the ISA. As long as a system
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Table 4.1: ISA for Location Hints on Memory Operations

Instructions Hint Value Meaning Default

tile# Read directly from tile #’s private cache
Loads shared Read directly from shared LLC

local Read from local cache in classic manner Yes
tile# Write directly to tile #’s private cache

Stores known Write to known sharers
shared Write directly to shared LLC
local Write to local cache in classic manner Yes

Atomic ops shared Execute at or push to shared LLC
local Execute locally in classic manner Yes

maintains the memory model, thus preserving portability, even platforms that do not

choose to leverage these hints should be able to decode and execute the corresponding

memory accesses correctly. A system implementing support, on the other hand, would

spot the hints at the decode stage, and use them to change the way the instruction

is issued.

4.3.3 Direct Access to Private and Shared Remote Caches

Previous work by Park et al. [78] has presented performance benefits when memory

access instructions are allowed to target a specific tile’s private cache. This enables

advancing data to a future consumer for minimal latency (see the left side of Fig-

ure 4.3), and avoids pollution of the producer’s cache. An indirect request can also

leverage the directory’s current list of sharers to push updates to multiple private

caches.

With this first step, producer-consumer relationships with known consumers (known

to either the requesting core, or to the directory through the current sharers list) can

be made faster and more efficient. This can be useful in implementing, for example,

a fast tree barrier. However, in many situations (including our task-stealing runtime)

it is hard or impossible to know the future consumer of a piece of data.

We therefore propose a complementary approach: to enable memory reads and

writes to target shared on-die caches. Despite promising a smaller gain vs writing to a
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Figure 4.3: Cache coherence traffic patterns when two cores interleave writes to shared
data, optimized by use of remote private and remote shared cache access.

private cache, it enables reduced contention, access latency, and network traffic across

a wider range of situations. It does this by still avoiding insertion and invalidation of

low-reuse cache lines into private caches (see the right side of Figure 4.3). The main

piece of information this leverages is each user thread’s knowledge that the data in

question has chip-scale reuse but little local cache reuse.

In summary, we give up some of the latency advantage of direct placement into

remote private caches, but we in turn avoid needing to know who the next user of the

data will be.

In our simulated architecture, the last-level cache (LLC) is distributed across the

chip, with one slice at each tile; cache lines are associated with a single slice, according

to an address hashing function. Each LLC slice is co-located with a slice of directory,

implementing MSI-style coherence among the private caches. When we say that we

can target shared cache, we refer in our specific case to these LLC / directory slices.

The ideas we explore are not specific to this particular cache hierarchy, however —

they can be applied to most hierarchies that include a mixture of private and shared

caches.

The above-described support for direct writes and reads to the shared LLC requires
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only minor changes to the coherence protocol, and to the cache controller hardware

at the LLC and private caches.

• A private cache controller must be able to read and write requests directly to

the shared cache, using, e.g., existing stream buffer hardware to bypass the

private caches.

• When issuing write requests to the shared cache, writeable (exclusive) state

for the cache line in question is neither requested nor expected; rather, write

requests are sent along with a mask indicating the bytes to be written.

• Upon receipt of the request, the cache line’s home LLC / directory controller

issues any necessary write-back or invalidate requests to current owners (though,

when properly used, this should be rare), proceeding with the read or write

directly at the LLC once the cache line is in an acceptable state (i.e., uncached

for writes, and an up-to-date copy for reads).

If all concurrent sharers of a cache line access it in this fashion, the line remains

continuously at its “home” LLC slice, making interleaved reads and writes by different

cores faster by completely avoiding invalidations and write-backs. If a “normal”

cached access is issued, no correctness problem results; only potential inefficiency.

This scheme avoids weakening existing sequential consistency guarantees by nat-

urally serializing requests at each cache line’s own directory. It is also still possible

to use the stream buffer for deferred / buffered writes, rather than sending requests

immediately, with the same weakening of consistency this usually entails.

4.3.4 Adding Support for Atomic Operations

Neither of the two schemes just described (remote private and remote shared cache

access) supports atomic operations (i.e., read-modify-write) in their current form.

This is because atomicity requires that, while the relevant cache line remains protected

from interference by other cores, a functional unit must locally perform the arithmetic

component of the atomic operation. This is not possible (or at least practical) when

the requesting core and the cache line in question are in distant locations.
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Synchronization primitives in current code rely on atomics (for example, locks

rely on CAS or similar). Our aforementioned task-stealing runtime relies on atomics

also, for ensuring the safety of transactions on individual task queues. Applications

where multiple threads update a shared dataset may also rely on atomic operations

rather than mutex locks, as a faster method when datatypes and operations allow; a

classic example of this is computation of a shared histogram using atomic adds. We

will examine this later in benchmark form.

The simplest solution for this case assumes that we wish to continue to perform

atomic operations at the requesting core, but would like the data to appear to reside

in the shared cache as much as possible. We propose to simply fetch the data to

the requesting core (again using stream buffer facilities to avoid local cache churn);

execute the atomic operation locally; and then force an immediate write-back to the

shared cache.

Though this does not completely avoid network delays due to fetching of cache

lines, it does in most cases reduce the next user’s access latency by pre-positioning

the cache line at the shared LLC (see Figure 4.4).

One interesting quality of this method is its low hardware requirements. It would

require (1) that the stream buffer be able to hold a cache line in writeable (exclusive)

state just long enough to perform an atomic operation, and (2) that the local cache

controller prevent interference with this cache line during this operation.

Atomic operations on shared-cache hosted data are then performed in this manner:

1. The private cache controller at the core executing the atomic requests exclusive

status.

2. Upon receipt, said controller places the data in the stream buffer, and places

the line into a “locked” state.

3. The core performs the desired atomic operation on the locally buffered cache

line in the classic manner.

4. The modified cache line is immediately flushed out and written back to its home

LLC, with the controller “unlocking” the line.
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(a) When atomic updates from different
cores are far enough apart, requesting
cores suffer only two network latencies
per update; same as with non-atomic re-
mote access.
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(b) When atomic updates from different
cores are very close in time, some request-
ing cores may still suffer essentially four
network latencies on updates, which is no
improvement over the baseline.

Figure 4.4: Remote shared cache access with atomics at the requesting core. In most
cases (though not always), coherence traffic and core request latency are reduced, as
data is always pushed back to its home LLC tile after each update, to be ready for
the next request.

This mechanism still avoids inserting the shared data into a private cache, which

saves energy. At the end of the operation, the updated data is in the shared LLC.

If another core then requests an operation on that line, it will have reduced latency

compared to a system without this mechanism.

One interesting case, however, can occur when atomic operations from different

cores issue simultaneously or in very quick succession relative to on-die travel times.

In such cases the resulting access latency may be little better than the baseline case,

as the second core’s request must still wait for the first core to finish and push the

data back. (see the right side of Figure 4.4).
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4.3.5 Direct Access In-Cache Atomics

As Figure 4.4 shows, despite the improvements to atomics, back-to-back (or concur-

rent) atomic updates by different cores can still suffer round-trip latency similar to

the baseline as the target cache line bounces between the LLC and the requesting

cores. High-contention scenarios are known to be troublesome already, and avoided

when possible in current code; however, they become increasingly likely with more

threads, finer grain parallelism, and longer on-chip delays. The technique we describe

in this section helps alleviate this pressure.

Even when competing requests are sufficiently separate in time to realize the

maximum benefit of pre-emptively pushing data back to the shared cache, we have

not reduced the number of cache line transfers among requesting cores. The time and

energy for this can be significant relative to the computation performed, even if the

on-chip latencies are not at this point on the scale of DRAM accesses [8] or cluster

network links [71]. However, as many-core chips grow larger, cross-chip delays will

only increase in significance.

For even better performance and efficiency, we now consider performing atomic

operations at the shared cache itself, avoiding the round-trip between the cache and

the requesting core. Our intention is to enable the cache line to remain at the shared

cache, and have the cores send to that shared cache’s controller their requests for

atomic operations.

From observation of software needs, it is clear that a very limited set of integer-

only atomic operations can cover a large swath of synchronization-related sharing sce-

narios. Examples include mutex locks, dependency counters and similar atomically-

incremented data, as well as our shared queue head and tail pointers. In our exper-

iments, we will implement support for both Compare-and-Swap and Fetch-and-Add

style atomic operations, for 64-bit or smaller values.

A simple integer ALU is sufficient to perform these atomic operations. Hence,

we model a system where each tile’s shared LLC / directory controller includes such

an ALU and minimal related logic, woven into its normal coherence processing and
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shared LLC read/write logic.2 While an integer ALU is not a trivial piece of hardware,

each tile of our chip already contains a superscalar core with SIMD ALUs, private

caches, a shared cache slice and directory, and a network interface; we contend that

the space overhead is quite small. Unlike solutions targeting data throughput [39], we

do not require the ability to concurrently operate on more than one value per cache

line.

Aside from the need for new execution resources at the shared cache controllers,

executing atomic operations away from the requesting core presents specific chal-

lenges. First, we must still, of course, ensure atomicity for each request. Second,

we must convey operands (such as the “swap” value in compare-and-swap) to the

execution location. And third, we must convey the result of the operation back to

the requesting core (all our supported atomic ops return a value; though not all

applications make use of it, it’s crucial for some, e.g., lock acquisition).

Atomicity / lack of interference is ensured by relying, for each cache line, on place-

ment at its home tile of shared cache. This creates a unique point of serialization for

each address. If we then process arriving requests one at a time, atomicity is implic-

itly guaranteed. Because this is the same controller that processes other coherence

requests relevant to the cache line in question, no correctness issues are introduced if

traditional cache accesses mix with in-cache atomics.

Conveying arguments and responses to and from the atomic operation is also

straightforward. We enhance the existing cache coherence protocol with new message

types for atomic requests and replies. An atomic request may for example contain an

op id, the target address, the size of the target data, and an extra argument whose

use varies according to the op id. The complimentary reply type is similar, except

that it trades the extra argument field for the result of the atomic operation. The size

of such a request would certainly not be out of line with that of existing coherence

message types.

With this technique the communication pattern for concurrent atomic updates on

2We have assumed a system where each slice of shared LLC is co-located with a corresponding
slice of coherence directory, such that the corresponding controller has local access to both. For the
purposes of this section, however, the directory is the more fundamental of the two, as it serializes
updates to the cache line.
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Figure 4.5: If we enable the atomic operation to be performed at the shared cache
controller, we reduce even further the latency per request; the data never leaves its
home tile, and requesting cores wait for only two network messages to receive their
result. These responses may also overlap other requests.

shared data resembles Figure 4.5. This is a significant improvement over Figure 4.4.

Executing such an operation proceeds as follows.

1. At the core requesting the atomic operation, the memory request unit sends an

opcode, as well as the non-memory operand, to the private cache controller.

2. The private cache controller ensures the line is not in its private cache, and

forwards the request to the line’s home directory tile.

3. The directory controller receives the request. If there are pending requests on

the target line, it buffers the new request, similar to other pending coherence

requests. If not, it prepares to perform the atomic operation by either reading

the line from the shared LLC, or requesting write-back from the current private

holder — though the latter will be rare under proper usage.

4. Once the cache line is obtained, the controller executes the atomic operation on

it, using the information in the request.

5. The controller then checks if further requests for the line are queued up. If so,

it performs the next one. If there are no further requests for this line pending,

the controller writes the line back to the shared LLC.

6. For each request, the controller may generate and send a response containing

the result, according to the specific op, to the requesting core.
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Performing atomic updates in this manner presents advantages compared to doing

the same operations at the cores. The lack of repeated invalidations and writebacks

greatly reduces the latency of the operation (in this regard it improves on the method

from Section 4.3.4 during higher contention). It significantly boosts the throughput

for atomic operations on the same cache line — these can now happen at a rate of one

per cycle, limited by the directory’s request processing rate, rather than one every

tens or hundreds of cycles, as was previously the case, limited by network delays

and coherence transactions. If a line is highly contended and is the target of many

atomic operations, this should significantly improve performance. Finally, offloading

an atomic operation to the shared cache relieves both the requesting core and its

private cache of the need to ensure non-interference. This can be advantageous to

performance depending on the specific architecture’s prior atomicity solution.

We believe these in-cache atomics are a practical way to bring a useful amount

of computation closer to the data in a many-core, on-die cache context. This relies

on the existing cache-coherence message infrastructure for requests and replies, and

minimizes any loss of compatibility with existing code. Combined with the previously

discussed ideas for direct (non-atomic) access to data in both private and shared

caches, this completes a very capable toolset for reducing average cache system latency

during frequent communication over shared memory.

We expect this significant speedup to come as a result of fewer network traversals

and cache coherence events. We expect the energy consumption of the cache system

and network to also be correspondingly improved.

In the following sections we proceed to experimentally test the performance of our

proposals by applying them to both the dynamic runtime from Chapter 3 and a set

of microbenchmarks.
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Table 4.2: Experiment Settings

64-128 cores, dual-issue in-order x86
Core-private 32 KB 4-way L1-I$, 1 cycleCore
Core-private 32 KB 8-way L1-D$, 1 cycle

Tile
1 core per tile
Per-tile 512 KB 8-way L2$, 16 cycles, inclusive
2MB shared L3$ & directory slice

Inter- 2-D mesh, 1 physical network for coherence messages
connect 2 cycles per hop (1 at router and 1 at link), 64-bit links
Directory MOSI protocol, 20 cycles
Memory 100 cycles
Compiler GCC 4.8.2 -O3 w/ libgomp

4.4 Experimental Methodology

4.4.1 Modeled System

As with the previous chapter, we simulated and tested our ideas on a modified version

of the Graphite PIN-based simulator [68]. Table 4.2 shows the configuration of the

simulated system. We use simulation to facilitate architectural exploration, enable

detailed fine-grain profiling, and to target chip architectures with hundreds of cores

and a scalable mesh interconnect. Other than the number of cores and interconnect

design, the simulated configuration is similar to that of a modern many-core processor,

such as those in the Intel MIC line [90].

In our simulated many-core chip, as Table 4.2 shows, we have modeled a tiled

structure with one core per tile, accessing data through a straightforward cache system

consisting of a shared, tiled LLC with co-located coherence directory, which itself

supports one private L2 and an L1D/L1I cache pair per tile.
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Table 4.3: Applications Tested

App Description Challenges Parallelism

fwdsolver Solve a sparse lower Dependency tracking Dynamic, data dependent,
(fs) triangular system mostly narrow-wide-narrow
maxflow Find maximum flow Mutable graph; varying Dynamic, data dependent,
(mf) through a graph # and length of tasks can be wide, then narrow
gtfold Compute shape of Variable task duration, Dynamic, widest at start
(gt) RNA decreasing parallelism linear narrowing
rt bench Microbenchmark for Persistent load balance Dynamic, constant width
(rtb) task stealing issues in task creation parallelism
histogram Microbenchmark for Shared counters Uniform dataset
(hist) shared counters atomically incremented partitioning
ticketlock Microbenchmark for Contended locks One thread / core,
(tick) lock acquisition acquired w/atomic ops random lock contention

Table 4.4: Datasets Used

App Descr. # tasks
Peak Cycles /
Par. Task

fs 27-pt 403 Lap. 64k 125 2.8k
mf 64x32 graph 130k 400 1.4k
gt 250 bases 30k 130 17k

4.4.2 Microbenchmarks and Client Applications

The main set of motivating workloads in our tests consists of three main irregular

parallel applications, all of which rely on and stress different aspects of our task-

stealing dynamic runtime described in Chapter 3. Aside from these applications, we

will also use three microbenchmarks. We will describe all of these workloads here.

The runtime in question is the implementation of Chase-Lev style [24] circular-

queue-based task stealing that we developed in Chapter 3. In its basic approach it

resembles well-known systems such as Cilk [35]. It has one task queue per thread, and

relies on atomic operations to implement a low-overhead synchronization protocol

appropriate to fine-grain tasks. It is further tailored to both many-core systems

and irregular workloads, by use of a hierarchical scheme for efficient gathering and

sharing of state, implemented fully in software. This scheme uses cache-line sized data
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structures and carefully designed access patterns to enable faster stealing and more

efficient assignment of work to threads that need it. It can make use of work-sharing,

which some applications find advantageous, and is able to act dynamically on gathered

knowledge about global state. Overall, it is a good example of an irregular, fine-grain

parallel workload presenting multiple kinds of communication and synchronization

patterns.

The three main applications that will use this runtime represent real-world prob-

lems, from both the sparse- and graph-data domains. They show interesting data-

dependent variability, and stress different aspects of the runtime. They were intro-

duced in the prior chapter, but are listed again in Table 4.3, and Table 4.4 summarizes

the inputs chosen for these applications in this experiment. For detailed descriptions,

please refer to Section 2.3.1.

One of our microbenchmarks (rtb) will also use the runtime; the benchmark will

focus on doing little else but continuous fine-grain load balance operations. Whereas

the real applications have been optimized to minimize the portion of their execution

attributable to the software runtime, this benchmark will illustrate a more extreme

dependence on runtime performance.

We will also use two benchmarks that create high contention situations which scale

poorly with the number of cores in the system. The first one, hist, simply splits

a large dataset among all threads, which then collaborate to fill a single, globally

shared histogram; synchronization is at the bin-level through atomic operations. The

other benchmark, tick, creates contention for a limited set of ticket-style locks (as

described, for example, in [30]),maintaining the locks to threads ratio constant as

the system size scales. During execution, all threads simulate entering and exiting

protected sections repeatedly, targeting the locks at random.
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4.4.3 Evaluation of Proposed Features

We briefly describe how we make use of direct access to remote caches and in-cache

atomic operations, in both our task-stealing runtime and our separate microbench-

marks, to optimize access to shared and synchronization-related data structures ac-

cording to their corresponding communication patterns. First let us focus on the

runtime.

Remember that the runtime uses internally different kinds of metadata (see Fig-

ure 3.7 in Chapter 3). These mainly comprise: (a) task queues with both a head

and tail each (said head and tail occupy different cache lines and have different usage

patterns); (b) cache-line sized nodes, logically organized into a tree structure, holding

gathered system state information; (c) the leaves of said tree, each belonging to and

maintained by one thread.

We first target the nodes of the state-gathering tree. These are our runtime’s

main tool for accelerating stealing operations: they are read by thieves during steal

attempts, and are written to periodically by group maintainers (who, as often as pos-

sible, are idle rather than active threads). Since they are not accessed with atomic

operations, and are intended for quick access by thieves, simple shared cache place-

ment is best.

The leaves of our metadata tree represent each thread’s self-maintained public

view of its status, and also receive steal hints. Since this data is also not accessed

atomically, we can use simple cache placement, either private or shared, according

to whether each application is more sensitive to either latency / staleness of gath-

ered state visibility (possible in task-constrained operation where this delay may be

significant in the critical path), or to the overhead on active threads of maintaining

a public state at all (possible in thread-constrained operation, where throughput de-

pends on minimizing distractions on active threads). Similar to the “tail” case below,

it is not 100% clear whether there is a single overall “best” choice across all cases;

this fact helps illustrate the need for flexible solutions, and how even under the same

framework, different applications may have different needs.
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The head of each task queue is a pointer into the circular buffer, used (and con-

tended) only among thieves seeking to obtain tasks, with the steal attempts in ques-

tion consisting of atomic increments. Shared-cache placement for non-atomic accesses,

coupled with in-cache atomic increments, reduces the latency of interleaved steal at-

tempts by multiple threads.

The other side of each thread’s task queue is the tail. This is where the owner

thread enqueues and dequeues. During abundance of tasks, it should suffer little to no

interference from other threads. However, if the queue is almost empty, thief threads

must interact with the tail to ensure the queue’s integrity as they steal. Therefore, the

tail might be best placed in either the owner’s private cache, so that interference from

thieves does not cause local misses that slow down the owner thread; or in the shared

cache, so that thieves may see lower latency accesses despite the owner thread’s own

activity.

As a further optimization specific to fs and gt, we can use in-cache atomic op-

erations to reduce contention on dependency counters used to trigger new tasks, by

accelerating the atomic fetch and add operations used to do so (mf and rtb do not use

dependency counters in this way).

We now address the hist and tick benchmarks. Both of these present situations

that demonstrate the slowdowns that can result from contention among increasing

numbers of cores. In both cases, performance and efficiency can be significantly

improved. In hist we optimize the sharing of histogram bins, which all threads

concurrently update using atomic increments. In tick, we target the ticket locks,

which threads repeatedly attempt to enter for brief periods.

In each of these cases we test two configurations for keeping the target lines at

the shared cache: First, we use our simpler method, which performs atomic updates

at the requesting core, but immediately pushes the data back to the shared cache.

Second, we use in-cache atomic operations to avoid moving the cache line at all. We

compare both of these to the baseline performance.
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4.5 Experimental Results

We first present the impact of our methods on the performance and scalability of our

microbenchmarks. Later, we show how using our methods translates into performance

and energy efficiency improvements in our irregular applications using dynamic task

stealing.

4.5.1 Microbenchmark Performance and Scalability

Figure 4.6: Histogram benchmark speedup for baseline (base), remote shared access
with core-side atomics (shrd), and in-cache atomic (ca) variants. Performance is
normalized to that of base on 8 cores.

We evaluated hist and tick in three configurations: a baseline with standard

MESI cache coherence [76]; a shared variant, doing remote shared cache placement

with atomics performed at the requesting core; and a ca variant, using in-cache atom-

ics to keep the cache line always at the shared cache. Both benchmarks show signif-

icant scaling and performance improvements, as can be seen in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.

The relative advantage of in-cache atomics versus direct-access requester-side atomics

varies between the two benchmarks.

The per-event latencies seen in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 help explain the significant

performance difference. Keeping the cache line at the shared location reduces the

latency of each requester’s operation by avoiding evictions out of private caches –

an increasingly consequential advantage as the system scales. It also allows atomic
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Figure 4.7: Ticket-lock benchmark speedup for baseline (base), remote shared access
with core-side atomics (shrd), and in-cache atomic (ca) variants. Performance is
normalized to that of base on 8 cores.

operations to be done on the cache line at a fundamentally faster rate because the

line no longer has to endure transit times across the chip between updates. When

atomic operations are done at the cache, only the requests and results must travel;

and these can do so concurrently, whereas if the cache line must move, it must do so

serially.

In tick, baseline performance actually worsens with more cores because, despite

maintaining the lock to core ratio constant, random contention over the whole set of

locks causes larger systems to have greater probability of temporary imbalances where

multiple threads contend for the same lock. The average latency to acquire a lock then

increases not only due to longer coherence latencies, but also due to longer queueing

times (more threads contending, and each thread’s transaction taking longer).

The baseline hist does not suffer as heavily from increasing contention, but its

concurrent atomic operations on shared data are also sensitive to increasing distances,

causing very shallow scaling. As the figures show, for both benchmarks we are able to

significantly improve the per-event delay. It is worth noting that even with our best

results, increasing system size still causes slower average times per operation, but our

hardware support has significantly reduced the intensity of this penalty compared to

the baseline.

The histogram benchmark derives a larger portion of its maximum speedup from
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Figure 4.8: Latency in cycles for a single shared bin update in the Histogram bench-
mark, for the same three variants as Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.9: Latency in cycles for a single lock acquisition in the Ticket-lock bench-
mark, for the same three variants as Figure 4.7.

actually moving atomic operations to the shared cache. The ticket-lock benchmark

reacts differently, seeing the bulk of its improvement just from holding the lock in

shared cache, even if atomic operations are still performed by pulling the cache line

to the requesting core and then pushing it back. These differences relate to different

uses for the atomic operations: in the ticket-lock benchmark, threads must always

wait for the result, as they need this result to decide if it succeeded. The histogram

works differently; it uses atomic updates to safely increment counters, but has no

immediate use for the result. Sparse direct solvers [61] and a variant of stochastic

gradient descent algorithm called HOGWILD! [73] are examples of applications that
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exhibit data sharing and synchronization behavior similar to hist.

Bringing the atomic operation itself to the shared cache is not as important for

tick because the rate of issuing atomic accesses is limited by each core needing to

receive its result, before being able to check if it is their turn, and being able to

proceed to a new atomic access. Other applications where receiving the result of the

atomic operation is necessary before a thread can proceed are likely to show similar

behavior (including for example the use of head and tail pointers in the dynamic task

stealing run-time, as will be discussed in the next section).

4.5.2 Dynamic Task Stealing Performance

We now evaluate private- and shared-cache placement as well as in-cache atomics

when used to optimize our task-stealing dynamic runtime. We target different parts

of the runtime differently, as proposed earlier, tailoring the application of our hard-

ware features to the expected communication patterns. First we will discuss the

combined effect, and later break down the results in greater detail relative to each

communication pattern.

Figure 4.10: Speedup of the dynamic runtime applications on 128 cores, when using
direct cache access and in-cache atomics in the runtime as appropriate, relative to
Chapter 3’s software-only performance.
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Figure 4.10 shows the result. An overall speedup of 1.7x is observed for the run-

time stealing benchmark; the applications that use the runtime show 1.18x, 1.13x,

and 1.04x speedups, even though the runtime already represents only a fraction of

their execution.

To get an idea about the source of these speedups, Figure 4.11 shows a breakdown

of the average amount of time threads spent in various activities. Active time is spent

executing actual tasks. Waiting time is spent idle (e.g., when there is insufficient

work in the system such that some portion of the threads must wait). Stealing is time

spent both searching for and taking tasks from another thread’s queue. Maintenance

is time spent updating the hierarchical metadata nodes, which make fast searches for

work possible. We see here that we have reduced the overall portion of the time spent

in runtime overhead activities, as well as positively impacting waiting time and active

time.

base accel base accel base accel base accel

Figure 4.11: Breakdown of execution time for dynamic runtime applications, showing
the portion of execution time spent in each activity, comparing an accelerated system
vs a SW-only runtime.

Figure 4.12 shows, furthermore, the average time that tasks remain un-stolen

during task-constrained periods. This graph demonstrates that our speedups also

correlate with more up-to-date information enabling faster steals, which, during task-

constrained operation, can contribute to reductions in the app’s critical path.
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gt particularly shows that its overall performance with the software-only runtime

was not as strongly limited by the runtime’s communication overheads as the other

applications. rtb conversely shows the potential impact for applications very heavily

constrained by such overheads.

Figure 4.12: Decrease in waiting time of stolen tasks (time between placing a task
on an empty queue, and the task being stolen). This impacts overall running time
in task-constrained conditions by affecting the critical path. Data from 128 cores,
normalized to the SW-only system.

We will briefly drill into some of the specific results from targeting individual data

structures in our software runtime. Note the numbers cited are, as above, speedups

to the overall application. The underlying improvements to the runtime are larger,

but we report bottom-line effects on the applications.

Most important was the targeting of the head of the task queues with shared

placement and in-cache atomic operations. This reduced the latency of interleaved

updates from thieves, and yielded significant speedups for all applications, including

49% for rtb. When targeting the tail of the same queues, which are mostly used by

owner threads (except during task-constrained situations), we also observed positive,

though smaller, speedup, with 6% for rtb, and a higher 16% on mf.

Placement of the state-gathering nodes in shared cache also yielded a speedup,

as expected, with 15% on mf, and 2% to 4% on the other applications. Finer grain
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statistics reveal that this placement significantly reduces the time cost to thief threads

of consulting the information in these nodes, speeding up stealing activities.

Targeting the leaves of this same tree, we obtained a small boost, mainly from

shared-cache placement, which can reduce the staleness of the tree’s contents by

speeding up the state-gathering process. Interestingly, however, rtb slightly favored

private cache placement of these leaves. We can hypothesize that the benchmark’s

short tasks and relatively high system utilization emphasize reducing the performance

penalty on active threads rather than improving steal information.

Finally, targeting dependency counters used for triggering enqueues of new tasks,

fs sees greater performance improvement than gt (about 8% vs. 1% overall, re-

spectively), due to differences in both the numbers of dependencies per task (fs can

potentially have many more), and the length of said tasks (gt’s tasks are much longer,

reducing the relevance of per-task overheads).

One final piece of metadata that exists in the runtime but which we have not

mentioned, are the buffers which at each queue hold the enqueued task descriptors.

Our profiling revealed that this data structure is accessed comparatively seldom, and

is neither used for actual synchronization, as the queue head and tail are, nor is it an

object of significant contention. As such, its contribution to the runtime overhead is

very small, and it was not included in our analysis.

4.5.3 Dynamic Task Stealing Energy Efficiency

As expected, along with our performance results we observe reduced energy use when

we operate on data directly at the shared cache, and use in-cache atomic ops. (Figure

4.13). The principal source of these energy savings is a significant reduction in L1

cache activity, because our shared-cache memory accesses, as well as our in-cache

atomic operation requests, both bypass L1 and L2. Though this is achieved at the

expense of increased usage of the core’s stream buffer as well as the chip’s L3 caches,

it is well worth the trade-off in this case. There is also a reduction in network energy,

but it is more subtle; a lot (not all) of our optimizations’ advantage lies simply in

pre-positioning data in places where it would later be required to be; this doesn’t
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Figure 4.13: Decrease in cache-system energy due to direct cache access and in-cache
atomic operations, including both private L1 & L2 caches, the shared LLC, and the
on-chip network. 128 cores.

necessarily reduce as much as time-shift network activity.

Energy efficiency was not the main target of our efforts; it is possible that the

savings in memory system energy might be further reduced in future experiments

focused on low power. Furthermore we have not accounted for any core energy savings,

such as might result from finishing execution sooner.

4.6 Conclusion

We have shown that irregular, fine-grain parallelism can create performance and ef-

ficiency challenges for many-core coherent-cache systems, when it comes to either

synchronization through shared memory accesses, or unpredictable access patterns

on shared datasets. We have proposed a set of ISA extensions enabling purposeful

placement of data in non-local on-chip caches with minimal extra hardware require-

ments; This handful of extensions covers a gamut of use cases, allowing for efficient

sharing of data with either known or unknown consumers, by bypassing local private

caches and operating directly on remote shared or private caches. We also proposed
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two different methods for support of atomic operations on such remotely placed data,

both oriented towards reducing access latencies on interleaved atomic operations. If

we’re willing to augment our on-chip cache hierarchy in specific ways (without losing

compatibility with existing functions), we can dramatically speed up synchroniza-

tion schemes or fine-grain data sharing reliant on certain kinds of highly-contended

structures.

We demonstrated the usefulness of these extensions by using them to optimize a

runtime with fine-grain, low overhead synchronization needs, resulting in dramatic

speedups on both benchmarks and real applications that make use of this runtime.

In the future we can expand this exploration to more applications (particularly

implementing more classic synchronization primitives), and explore more concretely

both the energy and practicality implications, as well as scalability trends on even

larger, thousand-core scale systems.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

As available general-purpose processors reach the hundred-core scale, compute capa-

bility grows thanks to core counts and transistor improvements. Propagation delays

across said chips, though, fail to improve concurrently due to unfavorable physical

scaling effects.

Compounding this physical scaling is the protocol overhead of communicating and

synchronizing over shared memory and coherent cache. This is the most common

model of parallel programming, due partly to programming simplicity, and partly to

the lack of widespread availability of more direct methods.

Regular applications can mitigate scaling issues by reducing communication through

schemes such as prefetching, partitioning, and blocking. But irregular parallelism,

such as is often found in graph and sparse applications, remains vulnerable. Task

durations, dependencies, and memory access patterns all may vary both between and

during executions, forcing greater reliance on dynamic scheduling. Furthermore, on

hundreds of cores, available parallelism may vary relative to hardware thread count

more strongly than is usually expected, creating periods of relative scarcity during

which different priorities must drive the scheduler’s work.

Though there is much research on task stealing as a method of dynamic scheduling,

existing solutions have arisen mostly assuming one of two scenarios: few cores, fast

communication, and abundant parallelism; or numerous cores, very long network

latencies, and distributed memory. Neither scenario captures the same issues we
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observe.

In Chapter 3 we propose a runtime with hierarchical gathering of state, reduc-

ing stealing latencies while allowing for more sophisticated policies, and creating a

global view of the system’s status, which enables adaptation over time. This run-

time keeps overhead low when work is abundant, but also facilitates quick stealing in

scarcity conditions. Increased efficiency allows portions of the system to idle during

narrow phases, opening the door for power savings or multi-programming. Finally,

the runtime is implemented fully in software, unlike earlier solutions.

Communication and synchronization challenges on many-core chips have also been

the subject of research. However, proposed solutions tend to be too specific to

one primitive or pattern, too different in programming model, or too impractical

to implement widely, from either a software or hardware perspective. In general,

high-performance hardware solutions for scaling-related communication issues are

not lacking, but what is lacking is solutions that are general-purpose, compatible,

and economically viable in hardware and software.

In Chapter 4 we bring together a set of techniques enabling direct interaction

(including atomic operations) on data in remote caches, without correctness risks or

large barriers to entry for users. The manner in which these are incorporated into the

coherent cache system results in a practical, compatible, and general-purpose solution.

First, we propose cache-placement ISA extensions which, implemented with minimal

hardware support, allow for efficient sharing between producers and consumers by

directly targeting remote or shared caches. Second, we present two proposals for

accelerating concurrent atomic updates to data, with significant performance upside

for synchronization primitives and atomically shared data. In both cases we require

only minimal changes to user code and cache hardware, and maintain compatibility

with existing code.

Combined, our software optimization and hardware proposals significantly im-

prove the performance, scaling, and efficiency of irregular parallel applications, as

well as other synchronization-limited code, when executed on chips with hundreds of

cores.

Below we review our claimed contributions:
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• Through analysis of graph and sparse applications of emerging importance,

we show how the combination of irregular parallelism and hundred-core chips

highlights growing communication latencies and the breakdown of abundance

assumptions in task-stealing as urgent scaling challenges.

• Because multi-core-targeted dynamic runtimes become inefficient at large core

counts, we develop a task-stealing runtime designed for this scenario, one which

embraces a more dynamic relationship between available parallelism and system

size. On a 128-core system, it cuts runtime overheads by 60% to improve

overall target workload performance by 15% and reduce core utilization by

29%. It does so through proper handling of task-constrained situations; dynamic

adaptation for efficiency during abundant times; and a combined stealing /

pushing approach. It requires no hardware support, unlike prior solutions.

• Because communication through shared data is very common in parallel code,

and creates growing performance penalties in many-core chips, we introduce

cache-coherence-level support for direct access to private and shared remote

caches. This reduces latencies and network traffic during shared access to data.

Using our tools, common producer-consumer communication patterns can result

in faster and more efficient on-chip data movement.

• Because atomic operations carry large performance penalties despite being cru-

cial to synchronization over shared memory, we also propose limited execution

of atomic operations on shared-cache data, and at remote tiles. Combined with

direct access to remote caches, these tools substantially reduce excess cache

traffic and latency, enabling much improved scaling and many-fold speedups on

synchronization benchmarks.

• Because practicality, compatibility, and usability are important to adoption of

architectural features into real-world systems, we demonstrate how our hard-

ware features can be integrated into a general-purpose architecture, without

resulting in large code rewrites, loss of coherence, new memory models, or sig-

nificant practical implementation issues. Their application to our optimized
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task-stealing runtime demonstrates both ease of use and performance potential.

On a 128-core system, runtime stealing benchmarks see a 70% performance

boost, and user applications an average of 12% speedup beyond the optimized

software baseline, along with cache system power savings.

5.1 Future Work

There are many directions open to further study, at levels more or less directly related

to the scope of work already covered.

One crucial angle when continuing the study of many-core systems and irregular

applications will necessarily be, how to make productive use of cores (or their share of

energy) not otherwise occupied during applications narrow-parallelism periods, with-

out harming the ability for parallelism to grow again. Research into fine-grain power

management could explore how to reduce overall power density, or how to apply extra

power to speed up the portions of the system still occupied. Another direction could

be a scheme for prioritized multi-programming; maintaining full system utilization

by advancing secondary work during “lulls” in the primary workload.

In the future, when many-core platforms with sufficient numbers of cores come

to market, it would be interesting to test our software ideas on real silicon, as much

to validate our results as to enable head-to-head comparisons against the scaling of

existing task-stealing libraries, an aspect not included in this work due mainly to

practical issues. It is not clear exactly when sufficiently large systems with the right

structure will exist.

Within the scope of the task-stealing runtime, further work exists in multiple di-

rections. One of them is wider application of dynamic adaptation based on known

state. The gains we have shown are only the beginning; heuristics for turning knowl-

edge into task-stealing policies, for example, warrant further study. Another possible

direction is to expand the scope of the runtime beyond task management, into other

common kinds of metadata (e.g., task-dependency tracking), or even to include some

awareness of the client application’s own data locality. Though this is extra difficult

in irregular applications, it might be relevant especially as we seek to translate our
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learned lessons into systems with deeper cache hierarchies with significant grouped

tiers. One final thought is the eventual possibility of combining hundred-core scale

chips in multi-socket or networked setups to produce very compact and powerful

cluster-scale computing. A software runtime capable of executing irregular paral-

lelism efficiently in this context would need to operate efficiently at multiple scales,

with a possibly hybrid approach to on- and off-chip task management.

On the hardware front, the seamless combination of “automatic” cache coherence

with low-risk, sharing-oriented placement and atomicity bears further study. We have

for example not explored remote atomic operations on data in private caches. Prac-

tical support for this might require dealing with trickier ownership issues or relaxing

the consistency model, weakening the cost/benefit analysis. Beyond fully exploring

the potential for in-cache atomic operations to enable sharing-heavy algorithms to

thrive, one may also explore whether any atomic operations beyond those we propose

should be supported at the cache controller. Candidates to evaluate could include

both non-integer operations and operations on values larger than 64 bits.
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